
The Coscon Files  

Part 1 

 

Note: This a file I'd put on disk years ago. I no longer remember where I found it or who 

the author might be (if it was ever stated). I'd saved it simply under "coscon". It is worth 

sharing, though, now that we've stumbled across it again.  

 

It seems to be just a collection of smaller selections with commentary by Branton. If you 

know the source, please email us so we can give it proper credit. 

 

Enjoy. 

 

J- 
 
 
The "Alien Information Technology Research and Development" (or AI-TRAD) Group., 
Box 5125., Colorado Springs, CO 80931), claims to have gathered massive amounts of 
information on Subterranean bases, alien abductions, reptilians, and so on. 
 
A representative of AI-TRAD claims to have been contacted by a 3-Star General who in 
confidence confessed to the government's cover-up of the UFO Phenomena. He was in 
fact approached by others in the Intelligence Community to assist in an "Awareness" 
program to help make alien contact palatable to the General Public, a program which was 
being initiated by a joint human-alien agenda. This 3-Star General however refused their 
overtures, concluding that not all aliens were benevolent and therefore it would be 
dangerous to instruct the masses to put their trust in alien forms such as the Grays when 
history has proven their malevolent nature. 
 
The General, referred to by AI-TRAD only as "Bill", confirmed that thousands of 
children have been permanently abducted by aliens and have been used for various 
purposes which he considers horrifying, that proof of this was confirmed to an AI-TRAD 
member in the form of highly sensitive photographs of HUMAN CHILDREN REMAINS 
having been found in crashed disks (the AI-TRAD member was not allowed to possess or 
duplicate the photographs and documents the General showed him, since they were 
highly sensitive and they had to be returned to their source). The General stated that if 
word got out that the information had been leaked, it would be very likely that several 
people involved would be eliminated (Hold it!!! Were talking about little children being 
mutilated by the grays for God's sake. And the government would KILL those who are 
warning the public of this? What goes on here? Those who are making such policies of 
"elimination" might as well be reptilian infiltrators themselves who have positioned 
themselves in our government... hmmm, then again, maybe that's just what they are!? - 
Branton) 
 
The information was obtained by the General from others in Intelligence who owed him 
old favors. He stated that if the cover-up which had been in effect since at least 1947 



were to suddenly hit the news-stands, many officials now in the government would be 
forced by the people to leave office. 
 
He stated that after he would not go along with the "Awareness" project which was 
designed to acclimate the masses into more or less accepting the GRAYS rather then 
rejecting them -- which would lead to fear and panic (something which the secret 
government did not want to take place), the others who were involved in the project shut 
him out and even interfered with his attempts to acquire further documentation. 
Apparently they were of the mind-set that the masses would react negatively to the fact 
that the government was NO LONGER IN CONTROL of many aspects of human life 
which the aliens had INFILTRATED. This sudden realization could lead to anarchy and 
an overthrow of the government, whether out of fear and panic or whether out of a 
mistrust of a government which had broken the Constitution and kept the truth from the 
people who had the right to know what was going on. Apparently these people felt that it 
would be better to sell out to, and make certain concessions with the aliens if it meant that 
these government officials could remain in power, and undoubtedly their financial 
interests were at stake, being that the U.S. Government was the employer of those who 
initiated the "Awareness" Project. 
 
Some of the reasons the General could not in good conscience go along with the 
acclimation plans included his knowledge that the aliens have been manipulating our 
culture and human awareness for decades if not centuries, infiltrating our society, have 
tampered with our food, and even CREATED DISEASES to study on us (It is interesting 
that 'Commander X' has related an incident -- in one of his books published by Timothy 
Green Beckley's ABELARD Press -- of a man who was a member of a highly occultic 
masonic-like lodge, who warned of a possible connection between the Grays; secret 
Masonic-Witchcraft organizations; Ft. Detrick, Maryland; and the AIDS virus. 
Apparently this man had decided not to follow along with the 'agenda', and so ended up 
in a prison cell on trumped-up charges, possibly so that he could be kept out of the way 
of and not interfere with those within the lodges that still held to the 'agenda' - Branton) 
 
Researcher Paul Bennewitz sent out a letter on June 6, 1988 describing 'PROJECT 
BETA', which referred to the alien base in New Mexico consisting of type 'Grey' aliens. 
NASA CIR film had allegedly aided in locating this base and revealing US Military 
involvement with the 'Greys'. Another group called the 'Orange' is said to be based below 
the west slope of Mt. Archuleta near 'the Diamond'. Some suggest that the 'Orange' are a 
so-called 'hybrid' race with PARTIAL reptilian-like and even androidal features yet 
possessing human-like reproductive organs. It is possible that they consist of hu-brids and 
re-brids being that some or most of them may possess a human soul-matrix and therefore 
may be 'human'. The 'Orange' have also been described as being involved in the scenarios 
taking place in the tunnels below the Nevada Military Complex as well. 
 
 
Below are some actual quotes from prominent sources that the reader may consider...: 
 
"In our obsession with antagonisms of the moment, we often forget how much unites all 



the members of humanity. Perhaps we need some outside, universal threat to make us 
realize this common bond. I occasionally think how quickly our differences would vanish 
if we were facing an alien threat from outside this world. And yet, I ask you, IS NOT AN 
ALIEN FORCE ALREADY AMONG US?" -- President Ronald Reagan., Remarks made 
to the 42nd General Assembly of the United Nations., Sept. 21, 1987 
 
"Public interest in disclosure is far outweighed by the sensitive nature of the materials 
and the obvious effect on national security their release may entail." -- U.S. District Court 
Opinion in the case of Citizens Against UFO Secrecy vs. the National Security Agency., 
May 18, 1982 
 
"We have stacks of report about flying saucers. WE TAKE THEM SERIOUSLY when 
you consider WE HAVE LOST MANY MEN AND PLANES TRYING TO 
INTERCEPT THEM." -- February, 1953. Statement by U.S. General CHIDLAW in 
charge of the United States Continental Air Defense. 
 
"I consider that UFOS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THE 
UNITED NATIONS next to the war in Vietnam." -- June, 1967. Statement by U.N. 
Secretary General U THANT, as quoted in the NEW YORK POST, June 27, 1967. 
 
 
DO THE FOLLOWING BIBLICAL REFERENCES REFER TO ALIENS AND OTHER 
WORLDS?: 
 
Acts 2:19; Amos 9:3 * I Cor. 10:9 * II Cor. 11:3 * Eccles. 7:29 * Eph. 2:2; 6:12 * Gen. 
3:1,4-5,14-15; 8:19 * Isa. 13:22; 14:13-14,29; 27:1; 28:15-18 * Jer. 8:17; 49:16 * Job 
38:31; 40:15-24; 41:1-34 *John 10:16 * Lev. 26:22 * Luke 10:19; 21:25 * Mark 13:27; 
16:18 *Matt. 10:16; 13:24-30 * Psalm 74:13-14,20; 91:13 * Rev. 5:3-13; 9:1-11; 12:3-
9,13,15-17; 13:2,4,11,13; 20:2 * II Thes. 2:7 
 
 
There is a disturbing although very real possibility that many have lost their lives because 
they knew too much about the "draconian" activities taking place beneath the surface of 
this planet (and beyond). One contact of ours has informed us that a good friend of hers 
in Las Vegas, Nevada, had uncovered some very disturbing facts and testimonies 
concerning construction workers and others who had been involved in the installation of 
certain equipment within the tunnels beneath the Nevada Military Complex, etc., many of 
whom later died under bizarre circumstances. This informant, Stacy Borland, was later 
found dead --along with a brother of hers -- in Las Vegas. Someone had apparently 
entered her place and murdered them in cold blood. We smell a rat in this case (or, should 
we say A SNAKE?), and in fact our contact is convinced that it was the work of an 
assassin, and that she was killed because she knew too much. 
 
Since these reptilian or reptilian-controlled powers of evil thrive in the darkness, then the 
method needed to defeat them, to destroy them and to eventually conquer them (the 
saurians or the serpent races, that is) would be to shine the 'light' of truth against these 



lairs of evil, focus that 'light' like a laser beam, and tear apart the very 'darkness' within 
which -- like filthy sewers -- these ancient powers thrive. And, possibly most important 
of all, by God's grace we must make an effort to set out to ally ourselves with those 
human societies hidden beyond or below the surface of this world, for they are our 
ancient human cousins, many of whom have fought and battled this infernal race since 
ancient times. As the old saying goes: "Together we stand, divided we fall..."  
 
 
The following excerpts were taken from Antonio Huneeus' article, "THE 'CHUPAS' -- 
UFO HORROR STORIES FROM BRAZIL", which appeared in the Summer, 1994 issue 
of UFO UNIVERSE: 
 
(Mr. Huneeus describes the following incident that was investigated by APEX 
[Association of Extraterrestrial Investigations] in Sao Paulo, one of the best known UFO 
groups in Brazil, founded by Dr. Max Berezowsky): 
 
"...The affair began near Vitoria, the capitol of state of Espiritu Santo north of Rio state, 
where there are beaches rich in mineral contents. It happened either in late 1979 or early 
1980, [Osni] Schwarz wasn't sure when he told the story in 1986. 
 
"A youngster called Aeromar sold beverages at the beach, where one day he encountered 
three men dressed with suits and tie -- highly unusual clothing for the beach, especially in 
Brazil --who approached him and said they wanted to talk to him. Aeromar became 
scared, thinking they were perhaps policemen who wanted to implicate him in a drug 
case, so he avoided the beach for a few days. As he returned home after dropping off his 
girlfriend one night, he saw a car with the same three men inside. He ran to the house, but 
suddenly he couldn't hear well. His mother took him to the hospital where he was not 
cured, although about a month later he suddenly could hear well again. 
 
"Aeromar moved to Rio, finding work at a bakery in a shift between 4 and 11 PM. One 
night, as he was crossing one of the many tunnels that link the Rio bays, he saw two of 
the MIBs walking in his direction. The youngster ran in the opposite direction, only to 
find the third MIB waiting at a bus stop. He escaped and went back to the bakery, where 
he told his boss that the Vitoria police were chasing him. The boss accompanied him to 
the nearest police station to make a complaint, which he did, but he was not believed. The 
boss then convinced him that he should perhaps move to Sao Paulo, a bigger city where it 
may be easier to go unnoticed. 
 
"So Aeromar moved to Sao Paulo, finding work in an electrical company and sharing a 
room with another man. he also became friends with a vendor of beverages from Vitoria 
who had a stand near a movie theater. While hanging out there one night, a car stopped 
right in front of the stand and the door opened. 
 
"Even through he didn't want to go, Aeromar LOST HIS WILL and entered the car. The 
door closed and he found inside -- not surprisingly -- the three same men whom he had 
been dodging for months. They drove for a while, leaving the city and entering a wooded 



area. 
 
"The car stopped and they all walked up to a big UFO surrounded by some sort of 
luminous ring and hovering above the ground. The men walked underneath the craft, 
which emitted a ray of light and they suddenly were inside. Still drained of any 
willpower, Aeromar walked to a chair and sat down. From the arms of the chair appeared 
handles that secured his wrists. An iron bar then pressed his forehead backwards while 
another gadget fastened his neck. Up to here the men were always dressed with suits, but 
at this point an incredible transformation took place: the MIB'S HEAD RIPPED 
OPENED INTO A HEART SHAPE AND THE SKIN BECAME GREEN AND 
SCALED LIKE A REPTILIAN. Take into account that while the popular image of the 
MIB was well known 14 years ago, the idea of reptilian abductors was then not in vogue 
as nowadays. 
 
"Be that as it may, the UFOnauts proceeded to (vocally? - Branton) interrogate and tell 
him things that were going to happen both to him and the earth. To make the story even 
more 'Hollywoodesque', a door in the room opened at one point and Aeromar was able to 
peek at HUMAN CORPSES HANGING BY THEIR FEET FROM HOOKS. The man 
naturally became traumatized, reremembering only that his straps were loosened. 
Everything went blank after that... 
 
"Aeromar's conscious recollection places him next back at the theater, but several hours 
later since there was no traffic in the streets. He returned to his room in panic and began 
to tell the story to his roommate. A strange force PUSHED HIS BODY, however, 
throwing it AGAINST THE WALL in front of him, as he remembered the aliens had told 
him that he shouldn't speak about the experience or he would suffer. Aeromar cried for a 
while, not knowing what to do. A few days later, his friend contacted the Globo TV 
network, which was working on a UFO documentary. Globo, in turn, passed the tip to Dr. 
Max Berezowsky. Aeromar and his roommate went to APEX on a very busy day when 
the office was full of people. They told the whole story to Dr. Berezowsky and a few 
assistants, Osni Schwarz among them. 
 
"Berezowsky attempted to do hypnotic regression with the witness, but there was too 
much interference in the office and Aeromar was in total panic. He was saying that 'they' 
were going to take him on the next Thursday and that a UFO was going to land in a Sao 
Paulo neighborhood on Tuesday night. A crowd of people, in fact, went that night to the 
supposed landing site but nothing happened. Although Dr. Berezowsky was in touch with 
Aeromar, HE VANISHED A FEW DAYS LATER AND NOBODY EVER SAW HIM 
AGAIN> I wrote down at the end of my notes on this affair, 'the whole case is like a 
UFO horror movie.'" 
 
 
The following are excerpts from an article from the LOS ANGELES TIMES, Sept. 9, 
1994 issue - Section E, front page (title: "APOCALYPSE NOW", by Roy Rivenberg, 
Times Staff Writer): 
 



"...Folklore scholar Ted Daniels founded MILLENNIAL PROPHECY REPORT, a 
newsletter that tracks predictions of the apocalypse. He says most prophecies include 
divine or cosmic power that wipes out evil and ushers in an era of peace.  
 
"It's Millennium Time, and Doomsday man (a.k.a.) Ted Daniels is busy sifting through 
predictions about the end of the world 
 
"...'the Hollow Earth People'... believe leftover NAZIS from World War II are hiding in 
SECRET, SUBTERRANEAN CITIES, accessible only through a passageway allegedly 
discovered by Antarctic explorer ADM. RICHARD BYRD. The Nazis are said to be 
procreating like mad in preparation for a doomsday offensive that will BE JOINED BY 
UFO ALLIES..." (Grays? If by any chance such claims are true, then the massive 
program of mind control and implantation by "aliens" may be a preparation for the 
coming "Holocaust II". Of course any American in his right mind would not sit back and 
allow their country to be invaded by a joint Nazi-Reptilian attack force such as the one 
described in this article, with a fascist CIA acting as a "fifth column" ready and willing to 
turn over the nation to the invaders.  
 
If worse comes to worse, one should be careful not to promote any OFFENSIVE plans of 
genocide or extermination against a human "alien" force, and thus descend to their own 
level. Absolute surrender of such an attacker must first be offered -- and they HAVE been 
attacking us in their relentless "Mind War" which they have waged against the nations of 
the earth -- and if all else fails WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO "DEFEND" THE 
SOVEREIGN UNITED STATES OF AMERICA will be justified [at least under the 
Geneva Convention]. As for the serpent race itself, being that all indications point to the 
fact that they are an irretrievably reprobate race, an unnatural "cancer" which infests the 
"body" of the universe like parasites -- save for the "hybrids" or "hubrids" whom they use 
as slaves -- it should NOT be considered a moral indiscretion to wage a war of 
extermination or genocide against their corrupted and soulless 'race'. Since the Grays 
have abducted and mutilated countless humans throughout the universe, this type of 
destruction -- especially against a superior race or species such as the human race -- 
requires a capital form of punishment. And since the serpent race operates as one vast 
collective mind with countless "cells", it would be evident that the entire "race" must be 
"judged" as one entity, A SINGLE ENTITY which is in fact the worst mass-murderer in 
the entire universe - Branton) 
 
 
There have been occasional reports of 'possible' reptilian hominoids masquerading as 
human-like beings, such as the 'alien' described on p. 109 of John Keel's book 'THE 
MOTHMAN PROPHECIES': 
 
"I am an amateur herpetologist and once kept three-fanged cobras in my New York 
apartment... until my concerned neighbors squealed to the Board of Health. SOME OF 
THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ENTITIES IMPRESSED ME AS RESEMBLING 
SOME KIND OF REPTILE RATHER THAN HUMAN MAMMALS. I didn't mention 
the reptile notion to anyone. But on July 24, Lia (an alleged alien tied-in with the Men In 



Black) visited Jane (a con-tactee) and refused to talk about anything but eggs. She took 
some eggs from Jane's refrigerator and sucked out the contents like a reptile! Jane was 
perplexed by this exhibition and called me soon afterward."  
 
And on pp. 176-177 of Signet's 1975 paperback edition of 'MOTHMEN', in reference to 
this same 'contactee', Keel states: 
 
"...Meanwhile, Jane's phantom friends were visiting her daily and helpfully giving her 
surprising information about my own 'secret' investigations. My interview with the 
Christiansens of Cape May, and the details of their pill-popping visitor, Tiny, was then 
known only to a few trusted people like Ivan Sanderson. But on June 12, Mr. Apol and 
his friends (including the being that called itself 'Lia', referred to above - Branton) visited 
Jane when she was alone in her house and asked for water so they could take some pills. 
Then they presented her with three of the same pills, told her to take one at that moment, 
and to take one other in two days. The third pill, they said, was for her to analyze to 
assure herself it was harmless. They undoubtedly knew she would turn it over to me. Two 
hours after she took the first pill she came down with a blinding headache, her eyes 
became bloodshot, and her vision in her right eye was affected. When her parents came 
home they expressed concern because her eyes were glassy and her right eye seemed to 
have a cast. The sample pill proved to be a SULFA DRUG normally prescribed for 
infections of the urinary tract..." 
 
 
The following article, titled "THE ASSASSINS" [KPFA., Berkeley, California -- June 2, 
1984], was released by John Judge., P.O. Box 6586., T St.Station NW., Washington, DC 
20009: Remarks by independent researcher John Judge. 
 
1) Must understand that the US intelligence network, and its worldwide network of 
intelligence operations and connected foreign agencies kill people. They carry out both 
specific hits on political targets broad and domestically] as well. They also have as their 
goal the control of human minds. What Orwell called "the space between our ears". For 
thirty years they have experimented on methods of mind control, under the code name 
MKULTRA, and other programs. Again both individual and mass control.  
 
2) These intelligence networks have a name, CIA, DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency), 
NSA (National Security Agency), and include a world intelligence network since WWII 
that interlinks British, Nazi, US and Russian intelligence operatives (Note: Most likely all 
ultimately controlled by the BAVARIAN secret societies such as Illuminati, Thule, etc. - 
Branton).  
 
3) They are an extension of an international FASCIST network. NAZI SS men escaped 
punishment after the war with the help of US intelligence (Bavarian -- Scottish Rite 
branch of US Intelligence? According to researcher Edmond Paris many of the Nazi SS 
were German JESUITS - Branton). SPIES, SCIENTISTS and MILITARY MEN went 
around the world under the cover of the ODESSA, DIE SPINNE, and 
KAMARADENWORK groups SET UP TO SAVE NAZI WAR CRIMINALS. 300 



NAZI SPIES UNDER GEN. REINHARD GEHLEN FORMED OUR CIA AND 
GERMAN BND (so, people, the VERY SAME human vermin who slaughtered our 
fathers in WWII and millions of others in the concentration camps, are the very ones 
[CIA] who have been killing off certain UFO researchers over the years... to cover up 
their secret saucer bases in Antarctica, etc? - Branton).  
 
Hundreds of aerospace, and munitions experts formed our MILITARY INDUSTRIAL 
COMPLEX (the very one's who are now building the 'Black Budget' CIA 'Alternative 
002' bases and who have been collaborating with the reptilian Grays, as the Nazis and 
certain American-Bavarian Illuminists had been doing since the early 1930's - Branton). 
To fund themselves and to maintain control abroad, they also recruited and used trained 
assassins, mercenaries, provocateurs, and torturers. These people carried out hits, 
assassinations, paramilitary operations and terrorism, and continue to the present day. 
They are financed by the international traffic in drugs (esp. opium and cocaine), arms 
sales and taxes by the governments and military structures they control. 
 
4) In every major assassination operation, the Navy Intelligence group has had a role in 
recruiting, training and placement of the killers or the patsies. Other sources include the 
Green Berets and the Soldier of Fortune Mercinary groups (the CIA and its superior the 
NSA -- the "Nazi Socialist Aryans", let's call a spade a spade -- intentionally targeted 
Navy Intelligence for infiltration and takeover, as it was a major threat to Hitler's "New 
World Order" domination program. However they were not entirely successful, as 
evidenced by growing anti-fascist movements within Navy Intelligence such as "COM-
12", etc. - Branton) 
 
5) Recruitment, cover and movement is handled by a combination of dummy front 
corporations, foreign governments, evangelical operations, and cooperative government 
officials here at home. 
 
6) Examples of specific hits: Patrice Lamumba of the Congo, Salvador Allende in Chile 
(Green Berets), the Guevara (same), Malcolm X, the Kennedy brothers, Martin Luther 
King, and more recent deaths like Congressman Leo Ryan, John Lennon, Ronald 
Reagan... and Jessica Savitch and David Kennedy (Don't forget the "NAZ-CIA" coup 
d'etats of foreign governments - Branton) 
 
7) Examples of mass murders: Phoenix program in Vietnam, Chemical Biological 
Warfare experiments on large populations (Cuba), Jonestown murders, and the continued 
killing of psychiatric patients (300,000 in Nazi Germany). 
 
8) Training: London Sunday Times, February, 1978, revealed that at a Nato Conference 
on Stress Reduction a Navy Lt. Commander Thomas Narut stationed in Naples, admitted 
to a training program for killers. Candidates were military men already convicted of 
murder and released for this purpose. Others were chosen based on the use of MMPI 
psychological tests for a "passive-aggressive" personality, or inkblot tests for strong 
reactions to color (violent). These people were then trained to be part of "combat 
readiness units", commando operations that would work out of US embassies to carry out 



political assassinations abroad. Training involved three steps: weapons training, 
disaffection from the emotional response to violence, and dehumanization of the enemy 
target in the killer's mind. The disaffection was accomplished by locking their head and 
eyes in clamps, forcing them to watch films of violence, and asking questions unrelated 
to the violent acts. Similar to CLOCKWORK ORANGE methods shown in the popular 
film. Once no emotional response registered to violence, they ready to be programmed 
with RACIST and dehumanizing myths and lies about the target populations involved. 
 
 
The following article was written by Ray Keller, director of OSIRIS (Outer Space 
International Research and Investigations Society -- P.O. Box 882., Hilmar, CA 95324). 
Keller released the article in April of 1994, before the "malfunction" which supposedly 
prevented the probe described herein from carrying out it's entire mission. This is nothing 
new, since nearly a quarter of a century after we successfully landed men on the moon 
and returned them to earth, and following the incredible technological advances of the 
past quarter century, the best "NASA" can do is to send out faulty unmanned probes to 
nearby planets. Russia's space program has had two miserable failures with the loss of 
their two PHOBOS Mars probes. There was the Hubbel Telescope failure, then the Mars 
Observer failure, and now the "failure" of the CLEMENTINE probe mentioned by 
Keller, following it's mapping of the Lunar surface. 
 
There are three possibilities for this string of "failures". We will leave the reader to judge 
for themselves which possibility or possibilities are the most likely: 
1. Just plain scientific incompetence 
2. Alien intervention and disablement 
3. Government suppression of information 
4. Combinations of the above 
 
 
"EBE'S 3 -- NASA 1", by Ray Keller: 
 
"The extraterrestrial biological entities (EBEs) have taken the upper hand in 1994, taking 
out the Canadian Telsat communications satellite on Saturday, 15 January 1994. And 
now it has come to our attention that two more satellites have been blown up just seconds 
after their launch vehicle blasted off! 
 
"OSIRIS sources in South America were on hand in Kourou, French Guiana, to watch the 
launching of an unmanned Ariane rocket lofting a Turkish and European satellite into 
space on Monday, 24 January 1994. According to these witnesses, A NARROW BUT 
INTENSE BEAM OF GREEN LIGHT PIERCED A LOW CLOUD COVER AND 
ZAPPED THE ROCKET as soon as it had cleared land and was gaining altitude over 
empty seas. This was the first failed launch of the Ariane rocket in nearly four years, 
although NASA has warned ESA (European Space Agency) that the EBEs might launch 
some kind of surprise attack either on one of their satellites in orbit or at this particular 
launch. OSIRIS has been informed that NASA operatives maintain a strong presence at 
Kourou, and also at a top secret Brazilian satellite launch site manned by Chinese 



technicians somewhere in the vicinity of the Venezuelan border. Also, Guillermo 
Aldunati, editor of the noted UFO journal SEARCH and ANTICIPATION in Argentina, 
has told us that NASA scientists and Argentine military escorts have been sighted at the 
scene of an intense UFO flap in the Argentine Entre Rios province, about 80 miles north 
of Buenos Aires. 
 
"In any event, NASA was quick with a response! While the joint DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE / NASA "CLEMENTINE" probe wasn't schedules for launch until late March 
1994, President Clinton and Vice President Al Gore were alarmed at the UFO attack on 
the Ariane rocket. Clinton grabbed the red phone and immediately put all our aerospace 
forces on RED ALERT that night. He also ordered the Vendenberg Air Force Base 
commander out in California to get that Clementine airborne as "expeditiously as 
possible!" 
 
"The CLEMENTINE I is the first lunar exploration mission launched in over twenty-one 
years. The head honchos up at NASA felt it was time to bring in the military because the 
EBEs have been having so much success in sabotaging or completely annihilating 
everything the space agency can put up there. The Clementine probe will be the first (that 
we know of) to use a sensor array built according to Department of Defense 
specifications for missile defense and to do a photo recon of the farside of the moon, 
where many believe the EBEs have established their offensive staging area. NASA inside 
sources have said that the probe is also equipped with the latest in SDI/Star Wars 
technology, i.e. a PARTICLE BEAM DISINTEGRATOR! Wow! --three cheers for 
NASA, and isn't it about time?! (Some "Non-Interventionists" in the past have stated that 
the Grays are being closely monitored by the "Federation" for any signs of Intervention 
not condoned by Earth governments. True, the Nazis brought their past interactions with 
the Grays into the United States through their Bavarian fascist Trojan horse CIA. In a 
sense Americans are to blame for allowing this "enemy within" to gain a foothold in U.S. 
Intelligence. HOWEVER, this does not mean that other nations -- South American 
nations for instance -- have "agreed" to the Intervention of Gray Empire forces within 
their own borders. We would say that an attack on Terran craft such as the one described 
above would be a definite case of unprovoked INTERVENTION. But then again, if one 
were to carefully study the history of the reptilian-gray 'intervention' in human affairs, 
they will see several cases of unprovoked attacks upon humans who did not give their 
alien tormentors permission to interfere with their lives -- or in a worst-case scenario -- to 
be used as a source for genetic experiments, secretional "formula", implantation, etc. The 
reptilians think they can get around this by gaining humans' consent through deception. 
For instance, it is entirely possible to hypnotize a man and give him a loaded gun, tell 
him its a squirt gun and to fire it at someone. The man may be "willing" to do this under 
hypnosis yet absolutely refuse to murder someone. So a person CAN be deceived in 
taking part in activities which they in full awareness WOULD REFUSE. 
 
 
 
 
 



The Coscon Files  

Part 2 

 
The Grays use deception to motivate humans to carry out activities which they would not 
normally do -- such as carrying out acts of sabotage against their own race or country 
without realizing what they are doing because the entire context of their actions is based 
on a programmed lie. So the Grays/EBEs can and do violate human wills through 
deceptional motivation of human subjects -- abductees who would otherwise refuse to 
engage in certain activities if their "awareness" had not been violated and corrupted by 
the lies or misleading half-truths of the aliens - Branton) 
 
"After its photo recon of the saucer bases on the farside of the lunar surface (a project 
which WAS successfully carried out - Branton), the Clementine Will use the gravitational 
field of the moon itself to create a slingshot effect and push it forward on a collision 
course with the rouge asteroid known as GEOGRAPHOS. A NASA official wishing to 
remain anonymous and working at AMES RESEARCH CENTER in Moffet Field, 
California, recently told (an OSIRIS) reporter, 'We know the grays have a base on 
Geographos. In the past six months IT HAS MADE TWELVE COURSE 
CORRECTIONS. And in December (1993) the so-called 'asteroid' suddenly sprouted 
what appears to be a moonoid, although it is not spherical but seems to be 
CYLINDRICAL in shape.' 
 
"He added, 'We're sick of these grays blinding and wiping out our satellites. Hell, I'm 
beginning to think the grays may have blown up the CHALLENGER. Anyway, we're 
going to throw up all our new defense technology at them and really give them a run for 
their money this time. The key instruments on that baby are five advanced sensors 
specifically designed to detect and track missiles. We got 'em for $75 million from the 
Defense Department's Ballistic Missile Defense Organization. We're definitely not going 
to miss this time around. Those sensors have such pinpoint accuracy they could surgically 
remove a mosquito off a horse's ass from 245 miles overhead. We're going to hone in on 
those Zetas (grays) and shove everything we got right down their throats!' 
 
"The Geographos 'asteroid' and its attendant moonoid are currently in the vicinity of 
Jupiter. The Clementine, by using the moon as a sling shot, will thus be able to attain 
enough velocity in space to rendezvous with the object sometime in July. Interesting, isn't 
it, that astronomers of the world have been forewarning of 'asteroid collisions' on Jupiter 
about this same time, scheduled to cause quite an intergalactic fireworks display? 
Another NASA scientist at Ames said that each of the seven 'asteroids' to collide with 
Jupiter will make an explosion more massive than that which could be caused by a one-
hundred megaton nuclear blast! Sounds like a smoke screen for the Star Wars armament 
sure to be deployed against the grays. 
 
 
Later, in July of 1994, Ray Keller and Elaine Douglass released the following 
information under the title, "CLEMENTINE PROBE FIZZLES". Keller begins with the 



following editorial comments: 
 
"...the probe was able to successfully recon the farside of the moon, but the data obtained 
thereby has been highly classified... The Clementine was the first probe equipped with a 
particle-beam defense system, and many in the UFO field believe its primary mission was 
to scout out alien bases on the darkside of the moon and to destroy Geographos, which 
they believe is an alien space platform. The same ufologists also stated a belief that the 
'moonoid' was some kind of carrier ship attempting to dock with Geographos. 
 
"Defense Department officials were trying to keep the public announcement of 
Clementine's failure as low key as possible. But some in the UFO community believe that 
there is nothing wrong with Clementine and that it is proceeding on its mission. This 
supposed 'malfunction' may be nothing more than another smokescreen. Seems like a 
repeat of the Mars Observer episode." 
 
 
Following his editorial comments, Keller published the following article titled "HOW 
LONG CAN NASA KEEP THE BIG SECRET?", by Elaine Douglass, Organizer, 
Operation Right to Know/End UFO Secrecy Now., 1801 Clydesdale, NW., Suite 501., 
Washington DC 20009. Some of the more interesting passages are reproduced below: 
 
"There are indications the space agency, NASA, is so pregnant with the UFO/ET secret it 
can hardly contain the secret much longer... For example, the former NASA director says 
point blank in the April INTERNATIONAL UFO LIBRARY magazine that the Mars 
Observer probe IS NOT DEAD, bus it, in fact, sending pictures back to NASA. 
Furthermore, says MAURICE CHATELAIN, some of these pictures will be published 
soon, 'despite the official cover-up.' 
 
"...In the meantime, the west coast edition of NBC-TV news broadcast this remarkable 
story on 3 May: the NASA-DOD mission now leaving the moon HAS BEEN 
DIVERTED TO MARS instead of going to an asteroid, as previously planned. This 
information was NOT broadcast on the east coast. Mars researchers who phoned a video 
clipping service for copies [of the broadcast] were first told copies were available, and 
then told they WEREN'T. NEXT DAY, the NEW YORK TIMES reported that due to 
'budget cuts,' DOD is trying to kill the Clementine mission entirely. 
 
"...it looks like NASA is in a struggle with ANOTHER agency. For example, there were 
two attempts to SABOTAGE the Mars Observer camera before the Observer left (were 
the "Alternative Three" agents behind these sabotage attempts? - Branton). Astounding! 
[Richard] Hoagland brought this story out. Trash was twice dumped inside the camera's 
lens [QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE MARS MISSION, Winter 1994. 122 Dodd St., 
Weehawken, NJ 07087]. 
 
"Seems like somebody was screaming a big 'NO!' to NASA about going to Mars at all, 
and indeed they might -- because it is the fallout from the 'failed' Mars Observer mission 
that has accelerated NASA's loss of control over the BIG SECRET (In a similar manner, 



a mysterious "someone" had contacted the Russian Space Agency before it sent out its 
PHOBOS probes and warned that the probes would not be allowed to carry out their 
missions! - Branton) 
 
"If NASA hadn't gone back to Mars last year, the agency could have kept a lid on the 
controversy over the anomalous landforms on Mars (the Cydonia 'face' and associated 
structures). But once in the air, NASA came under intense pressure to re-photograph the 
face. Speculation is the unexpectedly strong pressure and reason why NASA decided to 
claim the mission was lost. And just before the loss was announced, a new element for 
NASA to cope with had arisen -- the formidable Stanley McDaniel. 
 
"Some people think the McDANIEL REPORT on NASA and the Cydonia landforms 
drove NASA to take its desperate step. A report may not sound like much, but that's only 
until you read the McDANIEL REPORT [Copies of the McDANIEL REPORT can be 
ordered from N. ATLANTIC BOOKS., Box 12327., Berkeley, CA 94701 for $22.50 
each]. It is a devastating critique of NASA and also exposes Carl Sagan as a 
disinformation agent. Why haven't Mr. Lichtenstein, Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Bigelow, Mr. 
Andrus or Mr. Hall funded this high quality academic report for distribution to Congress? 
 
"IF NASA HAS LIED ABOUT THE LOSS OF THE MARS OBSERVER, IT IS THE 
MOST AUDACIOUS ACT OF POLITICAL DECEPTION IN THE CENTURY. 
McDaniel, whether decisive or not, added to the heat on NASA. One NASA spokesman 
went on TV showing signs of stress, and ten minutes later NASA announced the Mars 
Observer was lost. Right away the leaks began. Hoagland, McDaniel, Bob Oechsler and 
others RECIEVED CALLS SAYING THE ANNOUNCEMENT WAS A COVER 
STORY. Now former NASA Director of Communications, MAURICE CHATELAIN, 
has PUT IT INTO PRINT. 
 
"Some people who work at NASA are acting strangely. For example, they meet with 
relative strangers in crowded public places and speak in loud voices about the TOP 
SECRET deception. NASA scientists are accompanying some ET researchers on UFO-
watching expeditions and seeing UFOs with them. 
 
"When the interview with Gordon Cooper comes out in which Cooper talks about back-
engineering alien craft, the cover-up will surely be near its end. And the astronauts have 
been sidling up to this for a while. 
 
"...[Richard] Hoagland says that people who are talking to him have been offered jobs to 
shut them up. 'COME AND WORK FOR US ON THE DARK SIDE', Hoagland says 
they were told. 
 
"Instead of Mars, Hoagland is now focusing on the moon. There are artificial structures 
on the moon, he claims, and so does Maurice Chatelain. In his article, Chatelain casually 
drops the bombshell that the Apollo mission found 'several mysterious geometric 
structures of unnatural origin' on the moon. And, in fact, some sort of startling new 
picture book has just been published: EXTRATERRESTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY, by 



David Childress [ADVENTURES UNLIMITED PRESS, PUBLISHERS' NETWORK., 
Box 74., 303 Main St., Kempton, IL 60946 -- for $21.00 each]... 
 
(Note: Richard Hoagland presented a stunning lecture at Ohio State University wherein 
he revealed, among other things, the following: NASA was originally established with a 
charter that encouraged full public access for all information recieved. However, a 
BROOKINGS INSTITUTE report that was written shortly after its inception warned that 
alien "artifacts" discovered by the space program may shatter the social balance, frighten 
"religious fanatics", and upset scientific and engineering establishments, and therefore 
such discoveries should be kept hidden from the public. In short, keep the masses in the 
playpen and don't let them 'see' what's going on 'out there', for they are not mature enough 
to handle the truth without going into a panic; The closest point of the lunar surface to 
earth -- and the exact center of the lunar disc as seen from earth -- is near the crater 
UKERT, which just so happens to contain a remarkable and seemingly perfect 
TRIANGLAR or TETRAHEDRON like design fit perfectly into the 'circle' of the crater. 
The Tetrahedron geometry is very similar to the mathematical layout of the 'Monuments' 
in the Cydonia region of Mars, which in turn is based on the exact mathematical and 
geometric formulas as the pyramids of GIZA in Egypt; Hoagland showed slides of lunar 
photographs, some which were public domain and others which were previously 
suppressed from the public yet obtained through good fortune and ingenuity. These 
included multiple views of an area west of UKERT where there is located a 'shard' which 
rises a mile and a half above the horizon and widening out from a narrower base. Beyond 
and to the left of this 'shard' is another huge 6-7 MILE HIGH tower with a tripodal base 
and a cubical array atop which is over a mile in diameter. Appearing like a huge air 
traffic [or space traffic?] control tower, this crystalline structure appears to be suspending 
a huge "dome" with an enormous geometric web-like grid-system, although the dome and 
the 'twin towers' themselves appear to be partially smashed and twisted by either meteoric 
bombardment or possibly even an ancient nuclear attack. These structures are clearly 
visible in computer-enhanced photographs which Hoagland has succeeded in releasing to 
the public. Hoagland believes that the Surveyor 4 probe which disappeared in this area 
may have smashed into one of these towers. In fact, according to Hoagland, one tower in 
the same region nicknamed the "castle" reaches an incredible 30 MILES into the air from 
the 1/6th earth gravity environment of the lunar surface; An eminent geologist, a Dr. 
Cornett, "freaked out" when he saw one of the formerly suppressed photographs of the 
area in question, referring to one area outside of the dome as "Los Angeles" since the 
geometric patterns could not have been natural and in fact resembled the ruins of a huge 
city that had been devastated by some kind of ancient catastrophe; One formerly 
suppressed Apollo 10 photo, #4822, showed an incredible array of artificial lunar 
constructions. Hoagland and his associates successfully obtained different prints of this 
same photograph from various space research agencies, and SEVERAL OF THE 
PRINTS HAD BEEN ALTERED -- through airbrush tampering? -- from the original, 
while others were overexposed or underexposed so that the alien artifacts could not be 
detected. Also, Hoagland stated that NASA believes that glass would be a perfect 
building source for an arcology or 'artificial ecology' biosphere on the moon because 
glass is profuse throughout the lunar dust and in an airless and waterless environment the 
structural integrity of glass approaches that of steel - Branton) 



 
"Chatelain says he's going to reveal what happened to the astronauts on the moon in a 
forthcoming article... 
 
"Whoever in NASA put the two Viking pictures of the face on Mars into the open record 
17 years ago is an unsung patriot. From what I've heard, however, not all of the 
interesting pictures were put out. Here's what Mars researchers Vince DiPietro and John 
Brandenburg told me had happened a few years ago. A graduate student at Louisiana 
State University phones DiPietro excitedly several times and described a numbered 
NASA Viking photo of Mars on display in the department. The Martian surface photo 
SHOWED A GROUP OF SIX FACES. Each looked just like the Cydonia face. When 
DiPietro tried to get the photo, a professor told him it was 'lost'... 
 
"UFO researcher Linda How says a military officer told her he's hearing reports of 
'SOME KIND OF WAR IN SPACE.' Could it be? Naw... 
 
"A friend of mine called NASA recently and cajoled a press officer into a confidential 
conversation. According to my friend, the press officer said, 'NASA is very fragmented 
and many people in NASA want the truth.' And then added, 'NASA IS NO LONGER 
RUNNING ITSELF. A MAJOR INTELLIGENCE GROUP IS NOW RUNNING 
NASA.' 
 
"...NASA is now in a power struggle with this other group (Note: Researcher Anthony 
Kimory states that neo-Nazi S.S. rocket scientists such as Wernher von Braun and Kurt 
Davis were installed in high positions in the space agency early on, with the help of CIA-
PAPERCLIP agents. Could this "other" intelligence group be tied-in with Bavarian 
Intelligence branches such as the CIA, NSA, MJ-12, AQUARIUS, WACKINHUT, 
PAPERCLIP and so on? - Branton). The two groups violently disagree on how to run the 
Mars Observer and Clementine missions, and evidence of this conflict broke into the 
open. 
 
"In the ranks of NASA there are several sources of discontent. People who want to run a 
CIVILIAN space program are at odds with those running intelligence operations. There 
are people angry at being shut out of the BIG SECRET, but these must still tell lies to the 
public. And there are people worried they could be indicted and sent off to jail for their 
roles in maintaining the BIG SECRET. 
 
"Even though the ruling groups disagree, they are still determined to maintain their hold 
on the BIG SECRET. But the ranks of NASA are breaking and the ruling groups are 
losing control over the ranks. It's about time!" 
 
(Note: This article was completed BEFORE NASA AND DOD announced the failure of 
the Clementine probe due to an accidental loss of fuel. "What a coincidence!," notes 
author Elaine Douglass. "Yes, a coincidence INDEED!" -- Ray Keller) 
 
 



The Fall, 1989 issue of 'WORLD WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL' published a letter 
from 'M.C.' of Canoga Park, California, which alleged the following: 
 
"The intercerebral implants in the heads of many (UFO) abductees correspond 
surprisingly well with a description of a device known as the 'stimoceiver' invented in the 
late '50s by neuroscientist Jose Delgado. A miniature depth electrode which can receive 
and transmit electronic signals over FM radio waves. With a positioned stimoceiver, an 
outside operator can wield a surprising degree of control over the subject's response. It 
can be attached to the tympanic membrane, transforming the ear into a sort of 
microphone, and I assume, a loudspeaker. Stanford Research Institute discovered that 
sub-vocalized words form recognizable EEG patterns, which can be read by computer. 
 
"A technique called RHIC-EDOM (Radio Hypnotic Intracerebral - Electronic Dissolution 
of Memory) uses stimoceivers to induce post-hypnotic suggestions. Is this the 'missing 
time' of abductees?" (Note: although many 'abductees' have observed only the 'saurian 
greys' or other types of 'greys' -- or even greys working with 'Military' personnel -- during 
their experiences, a few have actually described Military-CIA types operating the craft 
exclusive- ly. One subscriber whose letter appeared beside the one mentioned here, an 
'R.D., of Pennington, New Jersey', referred to one abduction case wherein "...the principle 
'alien' spoke to a woman in the English language, not via telepathy. She recognized the 
voice as that of her close friend, who was then employed by the CIA." One other case 
described by Charles Berlitz concerned a hunter who fired on some 'men' who had 
emerged from a disk-shaped craft. One of the men got a bullet in the leg and fell down 
cursing, yelling in English at the gunman and asking what the hell he did that for. The 
hunter later had visits from government types who warned him to keep quiet about the 
incident, and he got the impression the men he saw in the craft were some type of CIA or 
government agents. Such cases to date have been rare however -- when compared with 
the majority of the 'encounters', and should not be mistaken with the contacts with 'other' 
human groups wherein the occupants respect the individual's privacy and free will in 
obedience to some universal 'prime directive' [unlike the gray 'abductions' themselves 
wherein the persons free will or privacy is considered of little or no value] - Branton).  
 
The letter continues: "Another technique uses a 'hemi-synch' device to produce different 
frequencies in each ear to 'entrain' the subject's brain with alpha or theta waves by the 
operators wishes, which could lead to vivid, directed hallucinations... Abductees describe 
a 'stereophonic sound' preceding their 'encounters'. These psycho-electronic devices may 
seem esoteric, and difficult to believe, but bio-electronics has been the primary focus of 
mind control research since the cessation of MKULTRA (i.e. the CIA 'mind control drug' 
experiments - Branton) in the '60's. Experimentation has been carried out not (only) by 
the CIA, but by military intelligence agencies, especially the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA). 
 
"(UFO 'skeptic', and possible intelligence agent) Philip Klass relied on 
hypnotist/psychiatrist Martin Orne for his abduction book, BUT NEVER MENTIONED 
THAT ORNE WAS FUNDED to do MKULTRA work on amnesia by DARPA, the Air 
Force and the Navy. Orne of course denies the possibility as a 'Manchurian Candidate' 



(i.e. that is, the use of a powerful hypnotic subject as described in the movie of the same 
name, to be 'programmed' for political assassination and then 'forget' any involvement 
with the head-doctors who controlled him - Branton), but BROTHERHOOD OF 
MURDER, about the neo-Nazi group called 'The Order', notes that they made contact 
with a Defense Department scientist to gain access to an esoteric mind control device. 
This implies the technology is advanced enough, and portable enough for a small group 
to use. Jacques Vallee (Ufologist) mentions a UFO contactee who murdered an East-bloc 
politician under the orders of the 'space brothers'... M.C..." 
 
"Commander X", a self-alleged member of a government intelligence network called 
"THE COMMITTE OF 12", who are devoted to defending the Earth and preserving our 
constitutional Freedoms, mentioned the following details that he and other associates of 
his had uncovered: 
 
"...The underground...base outside of Dulce, New Mexico, is perhaps the one MOST 
FREQUENTLY referred to. It's existence is most widely known, including several UFO 
abductees who have apparently been taken there for examination and then either managed 
to escape or were freed just in the nick of time by friendly....forces. 
 
"According to UFO conspiracy buff and ex-Naval Intelligence Officer Milton (William) 
Cooper, '...a confrontation broke out between the human scientists and the Aliens at the 
Dulce under- ground lab. The Aliens took many of our scientists hostage. Delta Forces 
were sent in to free them but they were no match for the Alien weapons. Sixty-six people 
were killed during this action. As a result we withdrew from all joint projects for at least 
two years...' 
 
"CENTURIES AGO, SURFACE PEOPLE (some say the ILLUMINATI) entered into a 
pact with an 'Alien nation' HIDDEN WITHIN THE EARTH." Commander X alleges. 
"The U.S. Government, in 1933 agreed to trade animals in exchange for high-tech 
knowledge, and to allow them to use (undisturbed) UNDERGROUND BASES, in the 
Western U.S.A. A special group was formed to deal with the 'Alien' beings. In the 1940's 
'Alien Life Forms' (ALF) began shifting their focus of operations, FROM CENTRAL 
AND SOUTH AMERICA, TO THE U.S.A. 
 
"The CONTINENTAL DIVIDE is vital to these 'entities.' Part of this has to do with 
magnetics (substrata rock) and high energy states (plasma)... This area has a very high 
concentration of lightning activity; underground waterways and cavern systems; fields of 
atmospheric ions; etc..." 
 
 
'UFO' Magazine, edited by Vicki Cooper (no relation to William Cooper -- who insists 
that Vicki has admitted that 'her' magazine was being funded by the CIA), carried an 
article in its Vol.6, No.5 issue, titled THE SECRET LIFE OF FRED L. CRISMAN, by 
veteran writer on financial conspiracy, Anthony L. Kimory (Note: IF William Cooper is 
correct, 'UFO' Magazine's apparent self-condemnation, in accusing the CIA, might 
indicate that those who helped establish UFO Magazine may be involved in a type of 



intelligence war with an opposing faction of the highly compartmentalized CIA, similar 
to the internal CIA intelligence wars between what appears to be a 'Bavarian' and an 
'American' faction referred to by former CIA operative Gunther Russbacher and others). 
 
The article dealt with Fred Crisman's connection with PROJECT PAPERCLIP -- a top-
secret operation which brought Nazi scientists to America as part of a program to 
duplicate Nazi flying discs, and to develop other revolutionary technologies. This 
operation was not actually carried out by the U.S. Constitutional government as we know 
it, but by a branch of Bavarian Intelligence which had INFILTRATED American 
Intelligence and later took control of the government through an internal fascist coup 
d'etat which involved the death of President John F. Kennedy. 
 
James Garrison, the Louisiana attorney depicted in the movie 'JFK' -- who investigated 
the John F. Kennedy assassination -- reportedly discovered the connection between 
Crisman and PAPERCLIP. 
 
The Project reportedly sent elite teams of scientists and investigators, known as 'T-
Forces', into Europe to confiscate all documents, files, hardware in German labs, and 
even scientific personnel who were involved in the Nazi aerospace research, an operation 
which led to the great European 'brain drain' following WWII. The plan was to develop 
UFO-type craft similar to those which the Nazis had experimented with. 
 
The Army, Navy, Army Air Force, CIA and OSS reportedly assisted in the 'T-Forces' and 
'Paperclip' Projects, according to Kimory. 
 
Several high-ranking Nazis who assisted in the 'atrocities' were brought to America also, 
and their crimes suppressed. Many of these worked at the Peenemunde Aerodynamics 
Institute, which built the V-2 rockets, German fighter jets, etc., using forced slave labor 
from the Karlshagen concentration camp. Peenemunde scientists, under PROJECT 
PAPERCLIP, according to Kimory, have controlled the U.S. rocketry, aerospace and 
space projects for over 20 years, with the majority of those at NASA being oblivious of 
the fact. Kimory claims that Wernher von Braun and Kurt Davis, heads of Marshall 
Space Flight Center and Kennedy Space center were both Nazi S.S. agents brought into 
America with the help of Nazi infiltrators or sympathizers in U.S. Intelligence. 
 
Garrison arrested Clay Shaw on conspiracy to murder JFK, linking him with the CIA. 
However, when Garrison's star witness David Ferrie was found dead only a few days 
before Clay Shaw's trial, Garrison did not have enough against Shaw to make a 
conviction. It was later discovered in a FOIA document in 1977 that Clay Shaw HAD 
BEEN in the CIA since 1949. 
 
Garrison also linked Crisman to Shaw, and in fact sources indicate that Crisman was the 
first one Clay Shaw called when Shaw learned that he was in trouble. Is was discovered 
that Shaw was in business with European Nazis and fascists who were involved in covert 
operations sponsored by the CIA, according to the article. Shaw was also allegedly tied-
in with the O.S.S. 



 
Crisman, who worked as a go-between in the Military-Industrial establishment 
(especially the aerospace companies which were the major beneficiaries of Project 
Paperclip) was believed by Garrison to be a 'middle man' within a deep-level intelligence 
network, working in-between those who gave the orders (which included assassinations) 
and those who carried them out. Garrison also believed that Crisman was involved with 
the men who carried out the JFK assassination, and Crisman had also made several trips 
to Dallas just prior to JFK's death, which is why Garrison subpoenaed him. 
 
Crisman was also involved with a government program to 'help gypsies', was tied-in with 
the O.S.S., and was a member of a secret fraternity of former Intelligence officers, and 
was also involved with organized crime, according to Garrison's investigations. 
 
Of course the strangest aspect of the Crisman connection was that it was Fred L. Crisman 
himself who handed over 'metal-slag' samples that were reportedly found after a UFO 
dropped the substance over the Maurey Island area near Tacoma, Washington in 1947. 
 
Crisman handed the samples to two Army G-2 Intelligence officers, Capt. William L. 
Davidson and Lt. Frank M. Brown. On their way to Wright Patterson Air Force Base in 
Ohio (where several German Peenemunde scientists reportedly worked) with the 
'classified' material their plane crashed and both were killed. News reports of the time 
mentioned that the plane MAY have been sabotaged. Frank Brown's widow did in fact 
state her conviction that her husband was murdered. 
 
In addition to this, a particularly persistent reporter into the Maurey Island episode died 
shortly after the investigation, and Kenneth Arnold (who had his Mt. Rainier sighting and 
almost fatal engine failure only a few days later) reported that his room, where he often 
discussed the Maurey Island case with United Airlines Captain E. J. Smith, had been 
bugged. 
 
Kimory suggests that the Maurey Island UFO may have been a 'hybrid' of the Nazi UFO 
designs developed by the Military-Industrial Establishment and PROJECT PAPERCLIP, 
which might explain the mystery (for more information on 'Project Paperclip', see also: 
SECRET AGENDA, by Linda Hunt. St. Martins Press. 1991). 
 
 
In the Spring of 1990 researcher 'Jason Bishop' sent copies of the following report to a 
select few investigators, and later gave permission for the report to be distributed among 
a wider readership. The transcript, titled: 'RECOLLECTIONS AND IMPRESSIONS OF 
VISIT TO DULCE, NEW MEXICO - OCTOBER 23, 24, 1988', is reproduced in its 
entirety below: 
 
"Upon arrival I was introduced to Dr. John F. Gille, a French National. Dr. Gille has a 
PhD in Math/Physics from the University of Paris. He had worked very closely with the 
French Government on the UFO phenomena in that country (Note: There have been 
many reports over the past several years which allege that the French Government is 



working closely and secretly with a benevolent hi-tech 'Scandinavian-like' human society 
which has colonized a planet in the 'relatively' nearby system of Wolf 424. Photographs 
of the craft utilized by these humans have been taken in separate parts of the world, 
showing an emblem resembling an 'H' with an extra vertical 'bar' through the center of the 
'crossbar'. Much has been written, especially in French publications, of the contacts with 
these beings, who reportedly now live on a planet called 'Ummo' and are therefore known 
as Ummites. They warn against the predatory 'grey aliens' that have been encountered by 
UFO abductees, and the Ummites allegedly work closely with another human society in 
'Vega' who -- like the Ummites themselves -- claim ancient ties with prehistoric 'lost' 
civilizations on earth. Much technical information has been included with the reports on 
the 'Ummo' contacts, and although it is uncertain what part John Gille might play in that 
scenario, he is no doubt aware of the 'Ummo' accounts themselves - Branton). 
 
"He told me," Bishop continues, "that he has not worked in his chosen field for fifteen 
years, having devoted all of his time to research on UFOs. Dr. Gille is an amiable, 
forthright man. He has no reservations about expressing his own views on the subject. He 
does hold several beliefs that border on the paranormal. Dr. Gille had his wife, Elaine, 
with him. My personal view of him is one of caution. Until I get to know him better, I 
feel that I should be very careful. 
 
"Edmound Gomez is a rancher. His ranch is 13 miles west of Dulce (Note: Accounts 
given by others state that the ranch is east of Dulce, but whatever the case it's safe to say 
that it's 13 miles FROM Dulce - Branton). From 1975 until 1983 the Gomez ranch was 
the scene of most of the cattle mutilations that took place in the northern New 
Mexico/southern Colorado area (that is, the highest 'concentration' of 'mutes' - Branton). 
He told me that his family homesteaded the Dulce area 111 years ago and that as a result 
of these mutilations, they lost $100,000 in cattle over an eight year period. One of these 
cases occurred only 200 yards behind his home. He showed me the area. 
 
"Edmound was very open and discussed with me the various mutilation cases that had 
occurred on his ranch and on those of others. Upon our return from the mountain trip, he 
invited me to his home where he shared with me various photographs, clippings, letters 
etc. relating to the cases. He loaned me several overhead photographs of the Mt. 
Archuleta area. I hope to be able to have them examined through image intensification 
techniques. 
 
"Edmound also told me about the many times that combat ready troops had been spotted 
in the area. Some of these troops were found in areas that are only gotten to through four-
wheel drive trucks or on foot. (This is VERY rugged country). The troops were also 
spotted in areas that only the Apache has permission to go. When the reported 
'experimental aircraft' went down in 1983, there were 'hundreds of troops, armed to the 
teeth' reported in the area. When approached, the troops would run and disappear. 
 
"Participants in the Mt. Archuleta expedition were: Gabe Valdez, Edmound Gomez, Dr. 
John Gille, (name deleted), Manuel Gomez (Edmound's brother), Jeff and Matt Valdez 
(Gabe's sons). Because of Gabe's position as head of the State Police in Dulce and 



Edmound being a part of the community, we were given permission to go onto the 
mountain. It is located on the Apache Reservation. 
 
"We left about 1430 hrs, Sunday, 23 October 1988. We used Gabe's four wheel drive 
pickup truck to get up the mountain. The road was incredibly difficult. At one time we 
had to dig out the side of the mountain in order to allow the truck to pass. At about 1730 
hrs we arrived at the proposed campsite. It was on a relatively flat area about 300 yards 
from the peak of Mt. Archuleta. 
 
"Gabe and Edmound both told me that in 1978 there was an agreement between the Ute 
Indians (Colorado) and the Federal Government. This agreement consisted of the Ute 
Nation receiving all the territory now occupied along the New Mexico/Colorado border 
with the explicit agreement that they would strictly enforce a 'NO TRESPASSING' 
regulation along the border of their territory. Therefore, it is not possible to even cross the 
Ute Reservation without special permission from the Tribal Headquarters. If caught 
without this permission you are liable for a fine and/or jail and expulsion. There is now a 
road leading to the Archuleta area through the reservation. It is patrolled by the Indian 
Forest Service (Note: there is reportedly a peripheral base, connected to 'Dulce', within 
the UTE MOUNTAINS of southwest Colorado -Branton) 
 
"At 1951 hrs. all seven of us spotted a very bright light coming from the northwest at a 
very high rate of speed. The object appeared to be boomerang shaped with a very bright 
light just below its center (one unsubstantiated source claims that the 'boomerangs' are 
connected to Mars -- possibly tied-in with the ALTERNATIVE 003 scenario - Branton). 
The light was a bright white, blue and green. As it approached, it slowed down 
(obviously under intelligent control), seemed to reverse direction, finally stopping. When 
it stopped, a shower of what appeared to be sparks were emitted from each end of the 
boomerang, and then it began moving forward again and disappeared from sight at a very 
high rate of speed. All this took place in approximately 10 to 15 seconds. We attempted 
to take a picture of the object but were unsuccessful. 
 
"About 2200 hours we climbed to the summit of Mt. Archuleta and watched for about an 
hour and a half. We could see across the canyon in the moonlight. This canyon wall is 
where Paul Bennewitz (prominent and well known physicist and UFO investigator) 
claimed an 'alien' base is located and that during the night their ships are seen entering 
and leaving cave openings in the cliff wall. During our stay on the peak, we saw two very 
bright lights on the cliff walls in the exact location where Paul said the base openings 
were. There are no roads on this cliff. The light would appear suddenly and then fade 
over a period of time until you could not see them. At this time we also heard voices that 
sounded like radio transmissions. The voices were not understandable but they were there 
none the less. The same light pattern was seen by myself and Edmound Gomez as we sat 
on the cliff...at about 0100 hours. We also heard voices. At one time we thought we could 
hear trucks moving but we could not be sure about this. After 0200 hours there were no 
more sightings or sounds. 
 
"On Monday, 24 October 1988 the entire party climbed to the peak once again. We were 



looking for evidence that there had been a crash of an 'experimental aircraft' flown by an 
Air Force General in 1983. This crash was reported in the newspapers for two days as a 
small plane and then hushed up. The craft was rumored to be a captured UFO, flown by 
Americans. We were hoping to prove that there indeed had been a crash but also to find 
some physical evidence. 
 
"Dr. Bennewitz reported that the craft had clipped off a large tree in it's descent, had hit 
another tree, regained altitude, skimmed over the peak of Archuleta, (and) hit a third tree 
in the valley north of the peak. It was then reported to have hit the ground, flipped over 
twice and came to rest. We found the trees as reported by Bennewitz. They were all in 
line with each other and the final resting place. The first tree was about 40 inches in 
diameter. It was hit about 30 feet off the ground. There was no fire. I have taken samples 
of this tree for analysis. The other two trees were smaller (approximately 12 to 20 inches 
in diameter). There was evidence of fire with these. Samples of (these) trees were also 
taken. Between the second tree and the third tree we found large pieces of what appeared 
to be part of the first tree. One piece was burnt while next to it was one that was had not 
been burned. Samples were taken. While searching for physical evidence, a standard 
issue style ball-point pen was found. This is of the same type used by the U.S. 
Government but can also be purchased by the general public. Strange to have been found 
in such a remote place as this canyon. The alleged crash area showed a large SEMI-
CIRCULAR area with new vegetation. The area above the semi-circular area was 
covered with new vegetation also. Samples of the soil of this area were taken. 
 
"My overall impressions of this trip are mixed. I believe that there is definitely something 
going on in the area. What it is, I do not know. Perhaps there is a base there. Perhaps it is 
jointly operated by 'aliens' and the government, as claimed by John Lear. Then again, it 
could be a US base so super secret that there are no fences around to arouse any 
suspicion... then again I cannot say for sure. I do know that the evidence that we found 
and saw definitely points to the fact that something is going on in this area." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Coscon Files  

Part 3 

 
The following are 12 distinctions between the 'Evadamic' and the 'Draconian' species. 
The two categories are divided into HUMANS AND HUBRIDS (H), and REPTILIANS 
AND REBRIDS (R). According to some accounts, the neo-saurian entities often appear 
in somewhat humanoid configuration. As a rule, the distinction might be confirmed 
depending on which 'category' the entity belongs to as evidenced by a MAJORITY of 
characteristics which would determine whether the entity falls into the Evadamic (soul-
matrixed, personal consciousness) or Draconian (non soul-matrixed, collective 
consciousness) category. 
 
 
 
The 12 distinctions are as follows: 
 
H - Possess hair follicles. 
 
R - As a rule, no hair follicles. 
 
 
 
H - Epidermal skin. 
 
R - Rough or scaly 'skin'. 
 
 
 
H - Humanoid ear protuberances. 
 
R - No or non-humanoid ear protuberances. 
 
 
 
H - White eyes with round colored pupils. 
 
R - Black or yellow-orange eyes with slit pupils. 
 
 
 
H - Humanoid nose and lips. 
 
R - No nose/lips OR 'muzzled' nose/jaw. 
 
 



 
H - Four 'nailed' fingers and one opposable thumb. Four small and one large toe. 
 
R - Three or four 'clawed' fingers or three fingers with a partially-opposable 'thumb'. Two 
- four clawed 'toes'. 
 
 
 
H - Exterior male or female reproductive organs. 
 
R - No exterior reproductive organs. 
 
 
 
H - Body temperature below 100 degrees. 
 
R - Body temperature, in many or most cases, above 100 degrees. 
 
 
 
H - Crimson liquified 'blood'. 
 
R - Greenish viscous, in some cases chlorophyll-based photo-reactive, 'fluid'. 
 
 
 
H - Mammalian, no tail. 
 
R - Reptilian with tail or tail stub. 
 
 
 
H - 'Human' internal organ makeup. 
 
R - 'Non-human' internal organ make up; due to high rate of mutability internal organ 
makeup may differ widely among various 'Reptilian' species, such as two 'brains', 
posterior-positioned 'heart', etc. 
 
 
 
H - Excretes waste via posterior. 
 
R - Excretes waste via 'skin', causing foul odorous, amonia or urine-like smell. 
 
 
 



The MELBOURNE SUN (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia), August 25, 1954 issue, 
carried an article titled "THE NEW SATELLITES", which stated: "Two meteors 
(asteroids?) had become satellites of the earth and WERE REVOLVING WITH IT 400 to 
600 miles out in space, the latest issue of the American Magazine 'AVIATION WEEK' 
said yesterday. The magazine said that the discovery of the satellites threw the air force 
into confusion this summer. Alarm over the sightings ended only after they had been 
identified as natural rather than manmade."  
 
Another possibility may be that they were both 'engineered' natural objects such as 
hollowed-out asteroids taken from the asteroid belt. The simultaneous arrival of two large 
asteroids, combined with the fact that both took up a geo-synchronous (synchronized 
with the revolving of the earth and positioned always over a particular geographical 
location) orbit, would be an incredible 'coincidence' indeed.  
 
 
 
The following passages are from a letter written by Keith Priest of ROYAL PRIEST 
RESEARCH (directed by Lyssa Royal and Keith Priest), and was published among a 
series of articles released by researcher Al Fry: 
 
"Dear David, 
 
I am sending you our tape list which contains information on the Zeta Reticuli. Just read 
through the list and I'm sure that you will find what you are looking for. 
 
"As for your question on your post card, I will answer according to my own viewpoint. 
Please keep in mind that although we have differing opinions I do not consider mine to be 
any more valid than yours. Neither of us can prove our own opinions any way, so I just 
see this as an exchange of ideas. 
 
"I do not consider the Zeta Reticuli to be subservient to anyone. They are a fully 
independent species with their own agenda. 
 
"As for the Orion Empire...when Orions are perceived telepathically by the 
inexperienced, they appear to be reptilian in nature, both psychically and energetically. 
This Orion genotype has thick, wrinkly, skin that contains a high copper content that 
sometimes gives them a dark, greenish tinge. They are a powerful, single minded 'people' 
with strong mental and emotional disciplines. 
 
"...We have been told that in ancient LYRAN times there were MAJOR CONFLICTS, 
due to lack of understanding, with a reptilian species from the DRACO REGION. They 
represented a deep fear within humanity that was etched in our genetic memory and is 
sometimes triggered by telepathic contact with Orions, who sometimes MANIPULATE 
this reaction for their own reasons... 
 
"As for the GIZA GROUP, or the GIZA INTELLIGENCE as referred to in the Billy 



Meier contact notes, they were effectively neutralized in the mid 1970's from having any 
direct physical influence on humanity. This is the group, by the way, lead by Kamogol II, 
that a sub-leader with his own following broke off from...That person now goes by the 
name of Ashtar. The Giza are humans of Lyran descent and are still permitted, as Ashtar 
is, to communicate with us from some unknown realm..." -- Keith Priest 
 
 
 
Peter A. Bostrom, in his article 'A DEADLY CLOSE ENCOUNTER IN CAMBODIA' 
(which appeared in the No. 1, 1993 issue of 'UNSOLVED UFO SIGHTINGS' magazine., 
Charlotte Magazine Corp., 1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019), refers to the officer 
of a Special Forces team who was 'interrogated' by a representative of "MJ - Majestic 12" 
after stumbling upon a landed UFO in a clearing in the jungles of Cambodia. From what 
this officer and others 'recalled', there were a couple dozen grayish non-human like alien 
beings near the craft, and in the excitement of the moment there was a short exchange of 
fire in which (supposedly) no one was killed. This is according to the 'recollection' of this 
particular officer. The beings then left the scene, and that was presumably the end of the 
incident. 
 
This Special Forces officer, known only as 'Joe', described one method of information 
extraction (and memory suppression?) that was used. This officer ('Joe') headed up a 
special forces team based in Thailand near the border of Cambodia, and was at the time 
of the incident -- September of 1971 -- on a top secret search and destroy mission against 
the Communist dictator Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge forces south of Angkor Wat, who were in 
the process of committing mass-genocide against the largely non-Communist indigenous 
population (several hundred thousand, if not over a million, Cambodians have been 
slaughtered by the this Hitler-like dictator since the Khmer Rouge came to power).  
 
There were, however, certain indications suggesting that there was much more to the 
incident than the surviving soldiers were allowed to remember. If not for the fact that the 
incident in one form or another was reported to have actually occured, the following 
account might be mistaken for a scene right out of the movie PREDATOR. If what 'Joe' 
and others are saying is true, then there is a possibility that the actual incident may have 
been much more intense than the events portrayed in the motion picture. 'Joe' tells 
Bostrom what happened when they returned from their 'mission': 
 
"...We hadn't been back more than an hour. We usually took a shower, got cleaned up and 
got a little rest before we were debriefed because that could sometimes take many hours. 
It was very interesting. They even sequestered us in our quarters. We were told not to 
have any outside activities at all and meals would be brought to us. We were not to talk to 
any unauthorized personnel which meant them or someone directly with authorization 
from the provost marshals office. Then we spent the next 3 to 3 1/2 weeks talking to 
various people, some of which I don't know who in the heck they were. Several were 
psychologists. It was very obvious by the kind of questions we were being asked and they 
started dragging out the ink blots. If your familiar with the military when they generally 
bring in the ink blots and try to make it sound like something of a sexual nature they 



leave you alone. They figure this guys healthy, this guys fine and get out of my office -- 
you are alright. We went on with this for two or 2 1/2 weeks then they started using 
NARCO-HYPNOSIS... 
 
"Essentially they sit you in a chair. Make sure your nice and comfy. Hook up the 
sphygmomanometer, blood pressure tape, and get you highly relaxed using soothing 
music sometimes, and give you an injection of a basically, what is called a hypnotic drug. 
There were drugs like Seconal, Scopolamine -- the type that have a tendency to reducing 
what they call psychic resistance. You get your body relaxed as possible and you loose 
your will. They actually hypnotize you at that point. It's a combination of drugs and 
hypnosis. It's my understanding we were trained in our training to go through tortures and 
things like that. There wasn't one of us that couldn't pass a polygraph test and lie about 
his age, the color of his mother and the color of the sky (polygraphs are slowly becoming 
obsolete, by the way, as voice stress alalyzer machines which have approximately 98% 
accuracy -- far more than polygraph machines themselves -- are becoming more popular. 
Since it is alleged that these new machines can pick up subconscious lies, for instance a 
programmed 'lie' implanted by aliens that an abduction did not take place, etc., then it 
would be interesting to see how these might be used in uncovering hidden memories of 
alien encounters and other repressed recollections - Branton).  
 
"They had us as well covered as they could in case we were captured we knew how to 
respond. The only thing I can say that occurred during that time was that IN ONE WAY 
OR ANOTHER THEY ALTERED OUR MEMORIES. Now, I do not know whether 
they... we saw SOMETHING ELSE... or they gave us a different memory and that's what 
we ended up with or what we saw was MUCH WORSE than occurred and I toned it 
down. I DO KNOW THAT EVERY ONE OF US STILL HAVE OCCASIONAL 
NIGHTMARES ABOUT IT AND WE GET FLASHES OF THINGS THAT ARE JUST 
AN INCREDIBLE BLOOD-BATH (Note: One separate source, a researcher, confided to 
one of the 'tabloids' that he had anonymously intervirwed some military men who were 
involved in a 'confrontation' -- or in actuality an all-out firefight -- between U.S. forces 
and wiry-built 'Grays' in the jungles of Southeast Asia. According to what he was told, 
SEVERAL HUNDRED American soldiers were killed in that bloodbath -- the same one 
mentioned above? -- along with a little under a dozen of the aliens themselves. All of the 
dead were reportedly buried in a mass grave and the lid was shut tight over the whole 
situation - Branton). 
 
"George was reassigned from our unit after we had all cleared through medical and 
psychological. I was called into the captain's office, approximately what would have been 
6 or 8 weeks after the incident to identify a body they told me was George. Now I'd seen 
the man on the base a few days before. The body they showed was far, far decomposed. 
Even in the jungle where you have rapid decomposition... I couldn't positively identify it 
as George. THE FLESH WAS ALL LIQUIFIED... The only thing I can say is his tissue 
had seemed to suffer from some kind of extreme disruption -- like every cell wall had 
been broken (STAR TREK fans will be familiar with the theoretical physics depicted in 
the series. Much of the technical advice for the series actually originates from NASA 
consultants, including depictions of a MOLECULAR DISRUPTOR BEAM - Branton). 



Like you see with a cold sore. It's called lisodumine when the cells rupture and the virus 
comes out or some kind of bacteriological agent in it that effected it. I don't think it was 
the latter...  
 
"The people we were dealing with (he actually mentioned the organization they worked 
for as being "MJ-12" - Branton) were very, very careful about COVERING all avenues. 
They never left a thread hanging -- and I don't know -- I lost track of it at that point. As 
far as I knew he was dead. Why, I was called in to identify the body and sign the papers. 
The only way I could identify him was his dog tags. The usual thing was that during 
combat, because of the nature of our unit, dog tags were retrieved by a ranking officer 
and returned to you when you returned to base. We carried what was called a get-out-of-
jail-free card. It was a card-board card with two sides and department logo on one side to 
say the individual was allowed to be carrying strange and unusual weapons, may or may 
not be in uniform and not to be detained for any reason whatsoever. If this card is found 
on a body it is to be burned with the body and reported to a telephone number state side 
and a group to contact..." 
 
When Bostrom asked if that was all 'Joe' could remember of the incident, the Special 
Forces officer said: 
 
"Well that's the problem... If we really sit down and try to pressure us through it, you get 
confused. I talked to a couple of fellows that were involved in it and they have the same 
kind of problem. Slowly but surely, things emerge and over the years more and more has 
come up. It was years before I ever had a desire at all to talk about it. Not because the 
'FIRM' told us not to or that they were going to place it under the National Security end, 
but because I absolutely had no desire whatsoever to talk about it." 
 
In reference to his recollections of the 'Grays', 'Joe' states: 
 
"...Their gait was very smooth, almost unerring and they covered a lot of ground in a little 
bit of time. But the main problem is like I said, if we sit down and try to really go through 
the details and think hard about it I end up almost with an anxiety attack. Whatever it was 
that they did to bury those things is pretty permanent. Over the years, I still occasionally 
have NIGHTMARES about it, I wake up in a cold sweat and I'd remember for awhile. It's 
frustrating. I find myself angry because I don't know what the heck they did to us." 
 
When Bostrom asked: "Do you know one or two of the people and can you get a hold of 
them today?" Joe responded: "Yes, there's five or six I could get a hold of. Most of them 
just refuse to talk about it at all. Two of them I know still work for the 'firm'. They are 
active so they're not going to talk about it. Bill suffers from delayed stress syndrome and 
when he came home he was never the same... I still have some friends with the 'firm'. I 
did some work for them after I was discharged from the service. One of them called me 
on a very friendly basis just as a friend." 
 
When Bostrom asked: "What is the 'firm'?" 'Joe' replied: "When you hear people involved 
in security; I'll let you in on a little secret here. They never call a certain agency of the 



government the company. They like to call it -- it's referred to as the 'firm'. Again, what 
we were with was literally a front for that agencies' military part which we were not 
supposed to have one of. It had one (possibly referring to the CIA, which has been 
referred to as 'the Company' by some - Branton). Recently there have been little leaks 
about that. I did find out that a few weeks after we had our incident THERE WERE AT 
LEAST TWO MORE... Other than that, one of the most interesting things about this -- 
our memories were NEVER exactly the same. Whatever they did, it altered our memories 
-- affected it with great performance, but there is no such thing as a total block." 
 
(Note: This could indicate that hypnotic 'suggestions' concerning what happened were fed 
into the minds of the survivors, and that each man 'interpreted' the suggestions according 
to his own visual imagery, and therefore these images produced by their subconscious 
minds may not have lined-up perfectly with each other in that each had their own 
'visualized' cover-story interpretation of the event - Branton)  
 
Peter Bostrom adds the following: "I...use the name Joe in place of this gentleman's real 
name. I spoke with Joe off and on for several weeks. When he spoke about this encounter 
he never changed his story and I believe he wants to give the true account as he himself 
believed it happened. As my conversations continued with Joe he said he had been 
contacted by an officer friend still on active duty to relay a message that he could freely 
speak about the subject of his encounter with the extraterrestrials in Cambodia and 
anything else concerning the subject 'SINCE THIS INFORMATION WILL BE MADE 
PUBLIC IN THE NEAR FUTURE ANYWAY,' but he was not to specifically indicate 
the true reason why he was in Cambodia."  
 
This 'other officer' also talked about the UFO subject in general, making statements to the 
effect that the Roswell crash really happened and also described precise methods of how 
people are taken to see the alien vehicles and bodies using high security procedures (in 
regards to transporting these people who need to go there for various reasons).  
 
"He also talked about two different alien beings. One name he used was the 'GRAYS' and 
the other was the 'NORDICS'."  
 
In early 1995 one source has confirmed to us the reality of the so-called "Predator 
Incident" in Southeast Asia. This source is an active CIA agent (there ARE still patriots 
in the CIA who favor the U.S. Constitution over a fascist "New World Order"), who has 
had confused memories of this event as well as memories of being involved in the 
Montauk space-time window "missions". However the Mind Control performed on him 
has prevented "total recall" of these incidents. He did state that over 200 elite special 
forces were killed during one of the three "Predator" incidents, and it ended with the 
withdrawl of the alien forces...  
 
 
 
In her massive book 'ALIEN HARVEST' (1989. Linda Moulton Howe Productions., P.O. 
Box 3130., Littleton, CO 80161), Linda Moulton Howe presents a transcript of a 



'regression' session conducted by Dr. Leo Sprinkle on March 13, 1980. The subject was 
Judy Doraty, who was abducted with other family members from her home in Texas and 
to an underground installation below the state of New Mexico (and at one point to an 
installation below southern New Mexico, yet one which that was apparently connected 
subterraneously with the 'Dulce' facility further north)... in May of 1973. The following is 
a portion of that transcript: 
 
"...Sprinkle: OK, Judy, your doing fine. Now just focus once more on the features of the 
small beings, the small men. Describe once more the facial feature. 
 
"Doraty: They have large eyes. They're very hypnotic. Like they're so big that... and they 
don't blink. The eyes do not blink. It's almost like, I guess... a snake? 
 
"Sprinkle: Do they verbalize? Do they talk? 
 
"Doraty: No. They talk, but not with their mouth. You can hear them. And they talk with 
an accent. They talk like someone talking through their nose, holding their nose, holding 
their nose and talking in a very high pitch but it has a funny sound to it." 
 
 
 
The following is part of a letter that appeared in a collection of articles released by Al Fry 
of Box 2207-76., Garden Valley, ID 83622. The original source was not specified, 
although Jerome Clark (who published a series of articles on crashed discs in FATE 
magazine) is referred to: 
 
"...Mr. Clark also omits in Part IV Linda M. Howe's meeting with Richard C. Doty (not 
Cody, his pseudonym) in the Office of Special Investigations [O.S.I.], 17th District at 
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE near Albuquerque, N. Mex., on April 9, 1983 (Was Mr. 
Doty involved with the earlier briefings between Paul Bennewitz and "Col. Edwards" and 
his superiors -- including the Wing Commander himself, -- at KIRTLAND AFB, 
concerning what actions should be taken in regards to the alien basing activity near 
Dulce, N.M.? - Branton). She [L. Howe] saw the "Presidential Briefing Paper" (an MJ-12 
document) showing four UFO crash recoveries: Roswell, N. Mex.; Aztec, N. Mex.; 
Kingman, Ariz.;and Mexico. Once again Aztec is mentioned as a crash/recovery site, 
only this time on official documentation. 
 
"Later Doty denied showing Howe this document (see letter to Barry Greenwood of 
C.A.U.S. from Richard C. Doty dated March 3, 1988). This is understandable since Doty 
is now in hot water and has to try to back out of the situation. 
 
"I do have proof to back up my book. Mr. Clark and J.P. Cahn in 1952 and 1955 thought 
they killed off the Aztec story, but it goes on and will continue until those who cover up 
will bring it before the public for full examination." -- William Steinman, La Mirado, 
Calif. 
 



 
 
In september, 1993, it was reported to a UFOlogist in Salt Lake City, Utah, that seven 
individuals, all prominent experts in their fields (Doctors, Scientists, Geologists, etc.) had 
discovered some ancient petroglyphs in a remote canyon southeast of Santa Fe (adjacent 
to LOS ALAMOS), New Mexico, near the western edge of the Santa Fe National Forest. 
 
They were uncertain as to whether other experts had seen the petroglyphs before, as they 
were difficult to find. The researchers were absolutely incredulous as to the subject-
matter of the ancient pictures, as they clearly showed representations of flying disks, 
aliens and other similar representations. 
 
They were even more surprised when they noticed a UFO flying directly overhead.  
 
The site, according to the sources, is located on private property. This might suggest that 
it is located just outside of the western boundary of the Santa Fe National Forest. 
However, the group decided to stay the night, and when darkness fell they observed an 
'aerial show' of 22 or more UFO's. One of the men stood up and wanted to walk out into 
the open to get a better view, but the rest yelled at him to get down as THEY did not wish 
to be found out, being uncertain as to the motives of the occupants. 
 
Around 4 o'clock in the morning, they observed from their hiding place 20-30 cattle 
trucks driving into the area. This seemed very strange to them. When one cattleman was 
told this some time afterwards they stated that such a thing, esoecially ocuring so early in 
the morning, was HIGHLY out of the ordinary.  
 
Los Alamos is believed to be one of the major areas of GRAY alien activity. Could 
'someone' have been offering up animal 'sacrifices' in order to appease these creatures, 
which have been known to mutilate untold numbers of cattle (and humans) throughout 
the years? This is only one possibility. Another is that this is actually part of the 
"exchange" program between the Illuminati and the Grays. 
 
However, the group came back the following evening to the same place and observed the 
exact same scenario. It is unlikely that the 'cattlemen' were oblivious to all of the 
concentrated UFO activity. Could it be that they were making a 'delivery' to landed 
UFO's somewhere in the vicinity? 
 
To add to the mystery, three Huey Army Helicopters flew directly over them as if 
attempting to flush them out (whether the helicopters had seen their trucks or not is 
uncertain. One source stated that one of the scientists worked for a leading government 
official, and when his license plate was run through the computer a government 
connection may have been made and so "they" did not interfere with the expedition 
members). The entire episode reportedly took place between the 11th - 13th of 
September, 1993. 
 

 



The Coscon Files  

Part 4 

 
One caller who phoned in to KTKK (K-Talk) radio in Salt Lake City, in August of 1991, 
made some rather startling claims concerning high-tech 'Philadelphia' type experiments 
that had allegedly been conducted at the Top Secret Labs in or below the Nevada Military 
Complex. 
 
The caller referred to a 'Shawn Morton' who had allegedly visited 'Area 51' and talked to 
a man who said that most of the technology depicted in the first 'Star Trek' series of the 
1960's is now in the possession of the 'Secret Government'.  
 
Morton also was told that (possibly prior to the 'Philadelphia Experiments') top scientists 
who were tied-in with the secret government succeeded in 'teleporting' a china plate and 
that they were surprised that the object materialized in 'reverse image', including the 
lettering! After some time they reportedly worked out the bugs and attempted to teleport 
a human being. The first human being to be teleported (apparently after several 
successful experiments with animals, etc.) was the man known among some New Age 
groups -- and several conventional/secret government go-betweens such as Bush and 
Gorbachev who met with him at the 'Malta' conference -- as 'Maitreya'. This guy, if we 
are to believe Morton, was eventually 'teleported' and made to materialize infront of a 
stunned African tribe as an 'experiment' to determine how successful they (the Secret 
Government) could be in future attempts to pass-off 'Maitreya' OR OTHERS LIKE HIM 
as gods or divine entities in order to manipulate the religious passions of the unknowing 
masses towards their (the secret government's) own ends.  
 
Apparently the Illuminati -- which actually intended from its conception to recruit the 
most intellectually advanced minds in the world to help establish their technocratic 
dictatorship -- is using such extremely high-tech knowledge to bring to pass their own 
agendas of absolute control, rather than use this super-technology to help the diseased, 
poverty-stricken and starving masses of the planet. One need only read their 'Global 
2000' report to see why they will do nothing of the sort, since these 'National' Socialists 
believe that the world population must be kept at a CONTROLLABLE MINIMUM! 
 
 
 
In late 1992, Art Bell of the CBC Radio Network (Phone #'s: 702-385-7213; 385-721; 
383-8255; "Talk Of The West -- Coast To Coast AM"., KDWN Radio., Las Vegas, NV) 
interviewed John Lear and Rod Madley. The following are highlights of the subjects 
discussed over the 6-hour interview period which ran well into the morning hours: 
 
-- Lear, the 49 year old Jet Pilot holds 18 world speed records, including a speed record 
for round-the-world flight in the Lear Jet in 1966. He has worked for 28 different Aircraft 
Corporations. 
 



-- Lear was initially 'turned on' to UFO research after Gen. Gordon Williams confirmed 
to him the landing of a 'grey' alien craft at Bentwaters AFB, England. 
 
-- According to Robert Lazar, while working at Los Alamos, N.M., he (Lazar) learned 
that files in a restricted 'library' there revealed that PROJECT GRUDGE (Blue Book) was 
still in existence as of 1988, although it had supposedly closed down in 1949. Lazar was 
hired at the S-4 base in Nevada with the help of long time friend Dr. Edward Teller, who 
referred him to EG&G. Bob's superiors stated that any revelations he made about UFO's 
could only be worded as 'his opinion', whereas DIRECT revelation would be a technical 
breach of his security clearance. 
 
-- At one point John Lear and a group of investigators went out to view and video-tape 
the 'disks' which Bob Lazar had said could be seen test flying at a certain time and place. 
While on PUBLIC BLM LAND the group was chased by 10 WACKINHUT 4x4 
'Broncos' and apprehended. The Wackinhut troops demanded to see their identifications 
at (machine) gun point. They were later hassled for about an hour by the Lincoln Co. 
Sheriff's Dept. 
 
-- Indian Springs, NV., is the headquarters for all security at the test site. 
 
-- When his superiors learned that Lazar told Lear and others of the 'test flights', they took 
him in and with a gun to his head and demanded to know why he did it. 
 
-- Ron Madley, a 'Cadcam' (computer design) administrator for a Houston, TX., 
engineering company, refers to 'events 1-6' of NASA shuttle films taken aboard the space 
shuttle DISCOVERY and other shuttles, some of which were shown on national 
television in the Fall of 1992.  
 
-- According to Madley, his father Carl knew several astronauts who stated that at 
EVERY SINGLE SPACE SHOT at Cape Canaveral (Kennedy) at least one UFO was 
seen by either ground personnel or the astronauts, at or just after the launch. This was 
confirmed by a Dr. Gary Henderson. Madley Sr. was one of the first Lear Jet pilots, and 
experienced a UFO sighting which was witnessed by others wherein he intercepted a 
flying disk, which played 'cat and mouse' with him for several minutes. Afterward he was 
interviewed by (govt. agent) J. Allen Hyneck, who confirmed the UFO sightings by the 
U.S. astronauts. 
 
-- Event 2-3 were the incidents that were broadcast publicly, and were only a small part 
of the entire file. The events were recorded by cameras mounted outside of shuttle, 
debunking the theory that the apparent particle-beam 'flashes' were a reflection from the 
inside of the cabin windows. The 'events' were named in the order they were found when 
the film was studied, not necessarily in chronological order. Event #1 was seen late one 
night by a computer engineer at the Goddard Space Flight Center. While looking at a live 
picture in the 'big screen' he saw, according to Madley, "several little flickering lights and 
a larger object pulsating towards the rear of the shuttle. The camera then panned down 
into the cargo bay and after several minutes of no motion [it] zoomed into an area of the 



UR satellite. The ground controller commented to the astronauts about Camera-D getting 
'hot', and that they could either return control of the camera over to ground control or they 
could switch cameras. After a discussion ensued they finally got control of the 
cameras...they panned the cameras back and the objects were gone." 
 
-- "Events 2-4 were filmed by a man in Maryland off of a down-link from NASA (as part 
of a College project). Event 2 is essentially a night scene over the earth that occurred on 
Sept. 16th (1992)... you see several small white lights that appear on the screen. The main 
event that people see in this is an object that appears at the edge of the horizon and 
appears to almost track or follow the horizon as it goes up. After several seconds of this 
the object abruptly makes a right-hand turn, approximately a 45 degree angle...a very 
sharp turn. And then leaves the atmosphere apparently and goes out into space... this is 
the event most people have seen (nationally), then you see what appears to be one or two 
streaks or laser-like objects coming from the bottom of the screen, up and towards this 
object and one other that's on the right hand side. These are fast-moving (streaks) moving 
much, much faster than any of the other objects in the view." 
 
-- "Event #3 is interesting, it's a shot of the 'day' side of the earth from high orbit... It 
shows a multitude...probably a couple of dozen objects that are flying in all different 
directions across the screen. Everybody that I've shown this to -- and I've had the 
opportunity over the past 5 months or so to show this -- people working both at Johnson 
Space Center in Houston...people at Sandia, people at a couple of Air Force bases... and 
basically their comments to me are universal, these people don't know one another, and 
they'll explain: 'My God that looks like STAR WARS!' And I said 'the Defense Program 
or the movie?' and they say 'the movie!'" 
 
"The interesting thing in event 3 we've found... is one of the larger objects...coming from 
the lower left to the upper right hand portion of the screen... As it gets about a third of the 
way up from the bottom there's one of these fast moving streaks that comes in from the 
right-hand side of the screen and intersects the path that this object is on, in fact it 
intersects it at the exact moment that it is in line with it, and you see what appears to be 
another 'piece' of either the first object or the second object break off and start traveling 
off into the lower right. If the object was hit this doesn't make any sense because the 
object should now be tumbling in the other direction but it isn't. This has led some of the 
people I've shown it to suggest that perhaps the object...ejected something... perhaps 
some sort of a defense maneuver (escape pod? - Branton). But it does appear that 
something has been hit and we've caught that on film." (Note: If the 'flashes' were in fact 
earth-based 'beam' weapons that are part of the SDI 'Star Wars' arsenal, one might 
wonder HOW the 'officials' were able to tell whether the incoming craft were piloted by 
Hostile-Grey or Benevolent-Human occupants? Although the 'human' occupants 
encountered are at times less then friendly, they are in most cases far less threatening than 
the 'reptilian-grey' species. Just what is the present 'official' attitude on the Greys? 
HOPEFULLY this incident was not a case of elements within the one-world [Illuminati] 
government who have become the psychological slaves of the grays, attacking a 
relatively 'benevolent' human group AS THEY HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO DO IN THE 
PAST. Whoever the 'good guys' or 'bad guys' are -- 'us' or 'them' -- it is certain that some 



type of 'STAR WARS' is actually taking place 'out there', possibly at this very moment - 
Branton) 
 
-- "Event #6... I went down in April to the Johnson Space Center," Ron Madley alleges, 
"the only branch of NASA that is keeping and recording all the missions. The public and 
the press have a building that they would go to at NASA for information... Fortunately I 
know that the film and all the photographs are not really kept in that building... the films 
are archived and kept by a PRIVATE corporation that has contracted out to NASA on-
site and they're kept in another building at NASA.. Jim Oberg through his incompetence 
has been a real help here because it was HE who actually let me know which building it 
was that had all the material... I know the exact times and days of the sequences I 
needed... I was getting the runaround basically, so I thought well, the fastest way to do 
this...is cut out the middle men and go directly to the source... So at this building...where 
all the photo labs are, I essentially walked in and explained what the situation was... They 
proceeded to let me upstairs and into a secure room where this video was kept... I found 
the first 4 events with no problem at all, and they were pretty incredible, I was very 
impressed with the quality... Event 5 was discovered and located by a man in Nebraska 
who was listening to his short-wave radio and heard one of the astronauts exclaim: 
'WHAT'S THAT! WHAT IS THAT?'... In the segment of film...at the moment where this 
should have been there was a JUMP in the TIME CODE and a change in the picture... the 
total time was about 14 MINUTES that was gone... I've never seen that happen before... I 
had gone in fully believing NASA's explanation (i.e. that the objects were ice, debris or 
the firing of 'attitude adjusters')." 
 
-- "Event 6... is a color shot over the earth in the daytime, and for 3 seconds we see an 
object go from left to right across the view... The object appears at first to rotate or flicker 
as it goes across... Out of the 87 frames in which the object...should be there, there are 14 
frames in which the object disappears completely... the object stops and starts at it travels 
through space, it is NOT a constant motion." 
 
-- One man working at Sandia informed Madley that event No. 6 was an 'alien craft', 
based on the flight performance of UFOs which they had investigated. They showed him 
a film they possessed showing a similar object. 
 
-- According to Lear, Bob Lazar stated that the alien craft could bend the 'fabric' of space 
and travel at speeds exceeding that of light. The theory stated that they could somehow 
'lock on' to a distant point in space and through some gravimetric wave amplification 
'bend' the space-time fabric and enter hyperspace, and essentially 'be' at the distant point 
which they had locked on to. The subspace travel would be instantaneous because of the 
zero-time factor of light-speed 'warp' travel, and the majority of the 'time' during an 
interstellar voyage would consist of acceleration and deceleration of the craft. 
 
-- Madley stated that he has a copy of a NASA document that refers to the date and times 
when the 'event-5' film was 'checked out' and studied by others. It stated that 4 U.S. 
Representatives, including a Dr. Pipps, studied the films on three occasions. On the first 
visit Dr. Pipps referred to it as the 'lightning' film. The second visit to the film library 



(also to check out the event-5 film) was, according to the document, in regards to a 
'Congressional Inquiry', whereas the stated purpose of the third visit was written down as 
a 'UFO Congressional Inquiry'. Madley stated that a Helen Bentley, a U.S. representative 
from Maryland, was behind the inquiry. When Madley tried to contact her she was not at 
all cooperative, although she admitted her involvement when he pressed the issue and 
presented her with the evidence (letters signed by her, etc.). 
 
-- Lear states that ONE of the reasons for the initial cover-up may have been due to the 
governments inability to provide an ENTIRE answer to the UFO question (the fear of 
opening up a 'Pandoras Box') and the economic, political and especially RELIGIOUS 
complications and questions that might arise as a result. 
 
-- Some of the 'Element 115' (which powers some of the alien craft) in the government's 
possession is in Los Alamos and some is at the Nevada 'Test Site' according to Lear and 
Lazar. 
 
-- Lear stated that some types of 'Greys' have 4 fingers with no thumb (some with and 
some without 'webbing'), some have 3 fingers, some six fingers. Some types of greys 
have no 'toes' but have 'sock-like' feet. 'Some' types have 'colorless' blood which does not 
carry oxygen and which does not contain 'cells' as we know them. This description came 
from a government surgeon known by Leonard Stringfield who performed 'autopsies' on 
alien cadavers. 
 
-- Lear states that the 'greys' can manipulate a human soul (or astral form?), remove it 
from it's body and do all manner of 'experiments' on them (Note: Some abductees have in 
fact reported having had their spirit-astral forms 'jerked' from their physical bodies by the 
Grays while inside alien craft. These Grays were sometimes accompanied by shadow-like 
phantasmal or para-physical beings - Branton). 
 
-- The Dulce (pronounced Dul-see) base has been called "Section-4" by some of the 
individuals who have formerly worked there. 
 
-- AIDS was intentionally engineered, and released through laced smallpox vaccines in 
Africa, and through laced hepatitis vaccines in America, etc. 
 
-- There were SEVERAL firefights with alien craft and their (grey alien) occupants in 
Southeast Asia during the Vietnam war, many of them reliable incidents although 
hushed-up by the government, "...one that we have a lot of knowledge of is one that 
occurred in CAMBODIA, and what was frightening to our side [who were] fighting these 
[creatures] is IN THE DISK...WERE PARTS OF HUMAN BEINGS, arms, legs, heads, 
that kind of stuff." 
 
-- The host, Art Bell, mentioned an incident which was reported to him. It allegedly 
involved a drilling project not far from the 'Test Site' and 'Area 51'... "and they got down 
2000 feet plus, the story goes, and began to bring up human flesh, fresh flesh and 
bones..." (Note: this is not the only story of it's kind. One older account involved a drill 



bit that broke into 'empty space' somewhere in Australia, exact area uncertain, and pulled 
up flesh and hair from what appeared to be a hairy animal or humanoid creature - 
Branton). 
 
-- The 'Horrible Truth' became evident to the Government during the 'Dulce' incident, 
when our very top, TOP scientific staff were killed. Due to the former false and 
misleading views of the aliens and their intentions which had been reinforced by the 
'grays' themselves, the government had commissioned a guarded release of information 
concerning the seemingly non-threatening gray-aliens... that was BEFORE the so-called 
'Dulce Wars' broke out. Because of the way information seeps down from the higher to 
the lower echelons they were unable to prevent Speilberg -- and others who had been 
commissioned or inspired to make movies or documentaries favoring the 'friendly' little 
aliens -- from producing their warped version of the greys, the abductions, etc. Lear 
believes that the reason Linda M. Howe's project [involving MJ-12's release of 
information] came to a mysterious halt about the same time the 'Horrible Truth' or the 
'Grand Deception' was discovered, was probably due of those revelations. 
 
-- Lear referred to a video describing the whole Robert Lazar story and related 
information on the 'bases', etc., which is available from Tri-ad., 1324 S. Eastern., Las 
Vegas, Nevada 89104. 
 
-- One of the technical 'marvels' that Bob Lazar allegedly saw at the test site was a 
generator the size of a small ice chest that put out a tremendous amount of energy (in the 
'100 megawatt' range). 
 
-- There is one top-secret weapon the U.S. government has developed which is so 
devastating that there are 'certain alien groups' that are trying to suppress it. 
 
-- One caller who allegedly held a 'Q' clearance confirmed -- via a friend of his with an 
even higher 'Cosmo' clearance who worked at the Nevada Military Complex -- that 'two' 
alien groups contacted the government. One was human-like and offered to help us with 
our spiritual-social development but refused to give the government technology. The 
government refused their offer; and the next was the 'Greys' which offered technology in 
exchange for the government keeping their existence secret from the public, etc. 
According to John Lear the second group turned out to be LIARS and DID NOT 
DELIVER THE TECHNOLOGY [or installed it only in so-called 'joint' underground 
bases which THEY controlled. The main source of U.S. government technology 
apparently came from crashed disks -- mostly 'grey' craft -- some of which were blown 
out of the sky by the U.S. military].  
 
-- Wickenberg, Arizona is an apparent site of an underground base, 'abduction' activity, 
etc. The government allegedly took control of a mine in the area some years ago. 
 
-- Earlier in the century 1 in 40 citizens reportedly experienced 'abductions'. As of the 
early 1990's the figures are closer to 1 in 10, according to Lear! 
 



-- There are 'tunnels' and base complexes that connect China Lake, California City, 
Norton AFB, Edwards AFB, Tonopah, Groom Lake, Nevada Test Site, Los Alamos, 
Dulce, Norad, Oklahoma and to the East. Lear spoke of a friend whose father was or is a 
hydraulic engineer on the tunnel digging machines which are 28 ft. in diameter. 
 
-- Lear stated that he got within one week of interviewing a man who allegedly worked in 
the 'base' on Mars, before he 'disappeared'. 
 
-- There was a reference to possible 'alien' influence behind the Trilateral Commission 
and the 'New World Order' as well as Adolph Hitler's Third Reich. 
 
-- Reference to 'Casey & Associates' in Seattle, WA., founded by an individual who was 
involved with several top 'government' programs, and his knowledge of the secret 
governments intended use of mass genocide as a means of population control. 
 
-- There are apparently two types of entities which have gone by the name of 'THE 
ORANGE': 1) A human-like type with (reddish) orange hair; and 2) a reptilian type. 
 
-- One woman called in reference to an underground base at the Palloma Ranch 50 miles 
west of Phoenix (where she lived), which was located near the world's largest nuclear 
power plant. Much of the plant is underground and utilizes 'migrant' workers in 
underground installations. She allegedly heard that there was an underground connection 
between this facility and the 'La Palloma' ranch in California. She also referred to 
'patients' at a hospital where she worked who spoke of "people with lasers" that had 
chased them through several states, one of the patients was in a very bad condition, had a 
high temperature, etc. One being came into the unit in a long white coat trying to pass 
[itself] off as a doctor and talked to the woman and a fellow worker '"through telepathy" 
and "told" them if they pursued it they "would be dead." Before 7 A.M. the two patients 
were 'removed' from the hospital. 
 
-- 3000 feet below the Test Site there is allegedly a huge cavern which can hold 25,000 
combat troops, and 500 feet above that there is allegedly another area which can hold 500 
officers (could this be a part of the 'underground war' that one source from Colorado says 
our government is involved in? Some of the strange underground 'explosions' that have 
been reported, according to this source, are not the result of excavations, but are in fact a 
product of this underground war -- against the grays?). Many of the bases were excavated 
by 'clean' nuclear explosions. 
 
-- Lear refers to evidence that intense conflict exists between at least two of the alien 
species (the two most common, the 'Nordics' and the 'Greys'?). 
 
-- References to [psychic] attacks by the 'greys' on people while in the dream state, via 
electronic or radionic rays. 
 
-- Reference to a 'lattice resonator' allegedly captured in an underground base in the Hartz 
mountains of Germany in 1945. 



 
-- How the aliens use cold fusion in order to 'pack' the molecules into tight and seemingly 
impenetrable forms, as part of the construction of alien craft 'hulls'. 
 
-- According to Bob Lazar the greys are 'terrified' of the human race, possibly explaining 
why they're so intent on hiding their true nature from the masses. 
 
-- Reference to an underground base near Ft. Huachuca, Arizona. 
 
-- One woman told of a conversation that was 'overhead' between two older men. Part of 
the conversation included the statement that they had to get back to 'their space station'. 
 
-- A description of EMS - Emergency Broadcasting System hardware and how it is being 
used to manipulate human behavior. 
 
-- Suppression of information by MUFON and other large 'infiltrated' UFO organizations. 
 
-- A reference to Crop Circle' phenomena in 27 countries. 
 
-- Reference to Military test craft capable of mach 5 to 15. 
 
-- A brief discussion on the so-called 'Locust' or 'Preying Mantis' type entities seen with 
the saurian greys during encounters. 
 
-- Strange underground drilling and mechanical noises heard under Sierra, California and 
throughout the Rocky Mountains, etc. 
 
 
 
Karla Turner, Ph.D., in her book 'INTO THE FRINGE' (Berkley Books, N.Y. 1992) 
describes in detail her work with two 'abductees', a husband and wife, who had allegedly 
experienced numerous alien encounters. Parts of the experiences which were 
subconsciously suppressed by the couple were retrieved through regressive hypnosis. 
 
As an example, most of their abduction experiences with the 'greys' involved the classic 
'medical examinations', however the husband was convinced from his own observations 
that the 'Grey' aliens were attempting to genetically cross-breed humans and animals, 
such as cattle. At one point the husband observed an unconscious woman, not his wife, 
'cut open' from her chest to her abdomen while the grays apparently performed some 
operation on her reproductive organs, after which the cut was sealed with a laser-like 
device and the original incision scar disappeared. Semen was also extracted from the man 
and, he believes, it was injected into the unconscious woman AND into the 'cow' which 
was on another table or platform. 
 
On one occasion the husband saw a group of 'greyish' beings with 'faces' which he could 
not clearly distinguish. The grayish beings 'told' him that they were his 'ancestors', along 



with other confusing discourses about genetic 'pockets' and so on. He felt the creatures 
were not human and he had the distinct impression that they were manipulating and lying 
to him, and he TOLD them so. 
 
Another strange experience involved a 'dream' wherein the husband saw a fairly attractive 
blond 'woman' seductively motioning him over. He went towards her and right when they 
were about to 'kiss' he 'saw' that beneath its disguise the being was actually some king of 
'warty' and 'slimy' creature (Could the creature have 'projected' this false image into his 
mind? Also, was it attempting to excite him so that it could extract semen for genetic 
experi-ments? Some male abductees have alleged that they are forced to copulate with 
'something', often described as being partially or fully mechanical-like, or part humanoid-
mechanical or of non-humanoid configuration... or participate in many other bizarre 
actions in order to extract semenic fluid, no doubt to be used for further 'breeding' 
experiments. Some of these men claim that the experience was terrifying, abusive and 
gave them little if any pleasure. One man stated that after his experience he had much 
more sympathy for women who were forced to go through the ordeal of being raped). 
 
Although MOST encounters with 'Nordics' or 'Blond' humans are clearly recognizable as 
being ongoing human-to-human encounters, a relative 'few' encounters betray the fact 
that non-human -- often reptilian -- 'alien' beings are at least in a some instances 
attempting to pass themselves off as 'Nordics'. When the 'husband' realized that the 
apparent 'blond girl' was actually something inhuman he became horrified and began to 
resist, at which point he was 'injected' with something. According to Dr. Turner, when he 
'woke up' from the 'dream' (the husband alleged) the (injection) marks were visible and 
very real. 
 
One of the most interesting experiences described by this couple however was a 'dream' 
that was remembered by both the wife and the husband, with a little help with regressive 
hypnosis to establish total recall. In connection with this episode, which occurred some 
time after the abductions by the grays began, the husband and wife had a 'shared' 
experience wherein they recalled being taken in a white pickup and a helicopter to an 
unknown destination. The memories of this part of the event were largely surrealistic as if 
he/they were in a drug-induced state (this was later confirmed). 
 
The husband remembered being taken to a marshy or swampy area and then of 'falling' 
down a great distance through some kind of tube, and finally arriving in some sort of 
large underground cavern. 
 
The air was musty until he/they were taken to one side of the cavern and past large 
manmade storage tanks, generators, etc., and after traversing this for some time they 
emerged into an installation where he saw doors, desks and other objects reminiscent of a 
'military' base. Eventually he was taken into a 'saloon' like room. The air was 'filtered' and 
sanitized as opposed to the musty cavern. The 'bar' area seemed to be a 'holding area' 
where he saw several people standing or sitting around in a 'drugged' or catatonic 
zombie-like state. 
 



The 'dreamlike' sensation began to give way to a lucid, rational mindset and the husband 
became aware of a military officer there who seemed to be very angry that he was 
coming out of the state of mind that they wanted him in, since he was beginning to see 
the area as 'solid' and 'real' instead of 'dreamlike'. He even began asking some of the 
dazed people there if anyone had a deck of cards. He had the impression that even though 
they were deep underground someone had gone to a lot of trouble making this 'holding 
area' look like an 1800's saloon, carefully planning every detail. He was later convinced 
that such an atmosphere was intended to reinforce the 'dreamlike', drug-induced state of 
consciousness. 
 
He soon found himself being interrogated by what seemed to be a high-ranking Army 
official, possibly an Army Major. The officer persistently demanded information out of 
him concerning his knowledge of the grey aliens, what the aliens' plans were, what was 
done to them during their abductions, how he was personally involved in their 'plans' and 
so on, apparently aware of the fact that he/they had been abducted in the past. The 
husband refused to answer any questions, having become 'conscious' to what was going 
on and where he was, and this just made the Army Major(?), who he described as a very 
'emotional' man, more upset. 
 
The officer threatened him, saying that the military might take repercussions if he did not 
cooperate, but the husband sensed that his interrogator was bluffing and that they 
probably would not follow through with any of the threats.  
 
Although they apparently landed near a marshy area before entering the underground 
base, the husband for some reason believed that they were actually deep inside a 
mountain. 
 
He also had the impression that the others in 'the bar' or 'saloon' -- some of whom he 
seemed to know and who were waiting to be 'interrogated' -- had also been abducted with 
him on different occasions and the military was desperately trying to find out 'what they 
knew'.  
 
Of course their methods of gaining 'intelligence' may have been rather unconventional, 
however it may be in keeping with the mindset of a schizophrenic military -- terrified at 
the potential threats that the Aliens and their (programmed?) abductees might pose to the 
United States establishment, yet at the same time being pressured to maintain a 'cover-up' 
wherein 'intelligence' had to be gained through unconventional methods such as that 
described above. However, IF the 'aliens' are using human beings as 'implanted' or 
'tagged' pawns in an agenda of planned subversion against this human-dominated planet 
Earth, then one should not lay the blame entirely on the 'abductees' who happened to be 
in the wrong place at the wrong time. Instead they should be viewed more as the victims 
than the enemies. 

 
 

 

 



The Coscon Files  

Part 5 

 
The following is a quote from Brad Steiger's 'THE UFO ABDUCTORS' (1988., Berkley 
Books., N.Y.): 
 
"In 1969 I and my research associates... Loring G. Williams and Glenn McWane, were 
bombarded with the claims of dozens of contactees who said that they had had an implant 
left somewhere in their skulls, usually just behind the left ear. These contactees/abductees 
came from a wide variety of occupations, cultural backgrounds, and age-groups. 
 
"We employed private detectives and medical doctors... in an attempt to learn what 
archetype had been fed into their particular group consciousness. We never found any 
implants that were detectable to X rays, but our hypnotic sessions turned up an incredible 
amount of fascinating, albeit bizarre, information about underground UFO bases, hybrid 
aliens walking among us, and thousands of humans slowly turning into automatons 
because of readjusted brain wave patterns." 
 
 
 
An "Intelligence Report" released by "Leading Edge Research" (Formerly Nevada Aerial 
Research) referred to an apparent "tug-of-war" over one particular abductee. Some cases 
seem to suggests that both 'Nordic' and 'Gray' aliens have been known to "fight over" 
certain abductees; the Grays usually abducting the individual in order to implant them 
and bring them under the control of the reptilian collective-consciousness, while the 
Nordics who are in many cases angry over the Grays' manipulations show up to help the 
abductees. The NAR article stated:  
 
"One contactee that has been contacted by the blond/Nordic race was captured and 
examined (by the greys) after it was discovered by them that the blue beam used to 
paralyze people failed to have an effect on him. The implant device that the Nordics put 
in evidently neutralized the paralysis beam. It was said that the Greys came in a football-
shaped craft."  
 
This is one more confirmation, among others, that actual conflict if not warfare exists 
between certain segments of the 'Nordic' Federation and the 'Gray' Empire. 
 
 
 
In a letter to researcher B. Alan Walton., dated March 5, 1993, John Lear made the 
following statement: 
 
"...I have friends at the Nevada Test Site who have mentioned that they have seen the 
Reptilians there. In what capacity they are acting I don't know. When I mentioned once to 
my friend at the test site something about the reptilians his comment was, 'Its truer than 



you can imagine.' He also indicated that they were very, very scary to see." 
 
 
 
Jacques Vallee, in his 'ANATOMY OF PHENOMENA', states:  
 
"H. Oberth, well known for his contributions to the early development of Rocket 
Technology and connected engineering problems had repeatedly claimed that UFO's are 
vehicles from another solar system. Others have also made this hypothesis, but are often 
in disagreement over the exact origin of the 'visitors'; the reader will often find the stars 
Tau Ceti and Epsilon Eridani associated with such speculations, simply because they are 
among the closest to the sun..." 
 
 
 
The following are several abbreviated excerpts taken from 'THE OMEGA PROJECT', by 
Kenneth Ring, PH.D. (William Morrow & Co., N.Y. 1972). The following points were 
brought out in the book: 
 
-- Most abductions (possibly between 60%-80%? - Branton) are conducted by the 'greys' 
of traditional description. 
 
-- Many state that their experiences are often 'dreamlike' yet with evidence suggesting 
real events. 
 
-- The "greys" (and in some cases black creatures in 'capes' that act as 'guards' during the 
painful and terrifying 'medical operations') have a way of 'blurring' their faces in the 
minds of the abductees, so that the abductee cannot later recall what the alien faces' 
looked like. 
 
-- Many abductees experience sleeping problems (not to mention severe social-relational-
sexual problems) after being abducted by the saurian grays, and these problems often last 
for years afterwards. 
 
-- Some abductees who resist are 'shocked' repeatedly with an 'electric gadget' which may 
induce paralysis and/or unconsciousness. 
 
-- A majority of the 'greys' seem to be of the grey-white variety [several of these possess 
scaly skin with a slight greenish 'tinge'], some with opaque 'black' eyes and some with 
snake-like or lizardlike vertically slit pupils. 
 
-- Some of the greys are described as 'sinister', and one abductee stated that when she was 
taken 'one alien was by my head and attempted to frighten me with his large eyes,' as 
three other creatures mechanically performed painful operations, unheeding of her 
terrified cries to make them stop. She (Clair Chambers) stated that "In my many 
encounters where I have always been kidnapped from my home, the aliens have shown 



NO compassion. I have several times felt them exhibit FEAR when I have hit them as 
they do feel FEAR... their reaction behavior patterns do NOT indicate an intelligence as 
high as I would expect from their technology... these experiences have been dreadful, 
terrifying, and I would like them to stop!" (Note: Four separate doctors have confirmed 
wounds and injuries in Clair Chambers which she insists resulted from the abductions. 
Also, the perceived high technology as opposed to the lack of individual intellectual 
initiative may be explained by their "collective-consciousness" nature, or as some 
scientific 'insiders' have referred to it, these dual-brained creatures have a "simple and 
complex" mental makeup. It would seem that their technological abilities are a direct 
result of their ability to operate within a bee-hive or insect-like collective mind, and that 
the 'individual' members of this collective basically possess only the information 
necessary  
 
to carry out their particular assignments - Branton)  
 
-- Some 'greyish' aliens, with 3-digit fingers, have been described as being 7 ft. tall 
(Reptilioids or Reptons? - Branton). One woman who was abducted by them felt as if the 
creatures wanted her to have the IMPRESSION that they were 'friendly', but after being 
returned to her car from which she was abducted "I then broke to pieces as my whole 
body shook uncontrollably. I cried 'OH GOD, WHY ME?' I couldn't calm myself as I 
cried like a baby..." 
 
-- A woman with an M.S.W. [degree?] (who was at the time of this revelation 51 years 
old), stated: 
 
"The first experience was when I was a child of about 5. For years I had a RECURRING 
'dream' of standing beside a field WHEN A HOLE OPENS UP IN THE GROUND in 
front of me. The dream ends with me looking into the hole. I was just standing there 
looking at the hole. Under hypnosis I [recall that I] stepped into the hole and walked 
down a short tunnel. The tunnel widened into a small waiting area where there was a 
bench just at the right height for a 5 year old. I sat down and waited. A tall black 
'featureless' being came through a doorway, walked to me and held out his hand. I took 
his hand and went back through the doorway with him. He placed me on a table that 
appeared to be about 3 to 4 feet high. He laid me on my back and took one big hand and 
held my upper body flat on the table. The other beings were behind him looking at 
instruments on the wall. I was held this way for several minutes. When the being turned 
to look at the other two, it was as if he lost CONTROL over me and I jerked out from 
under his hand, fell off the end of the table and ran for the door. When I got to the door, I 
knew I wasn't 'supposed' to go any further. I stopped and turned around. The being who 
had been holding me came to me, took hold of my left arm and looked into my eyes. I 
was looking at where the eyes should be on a HUMAN, BUT I don't REMEMBER 
actually SEEING eyes. I feel something was communicated, but I don't know what." 
(Note: This experience would have taken place around 1940, give or take a few years. 
Remember that this was years before the 'UFO' phenomena exploded into the public 
consciousness in 1947 with the Maurey Island episode, the Kenneth Arnold sighting and 
the Roswell incident. Also note the 'subterranean' connection. It appears as if abductions 



and implantations have been carried out since the early 1900's at least - Branton) 
 
--The author states that some of the large opaque-black 'eyes' seen by many abductees, 
after being taken by the 'greys', seemed to have been 'coverings' for real 'eyes' which they 
felt might have been hidden inside or 'behind' what may have been artificial opaque-black 
visual coverings. This was, at least, the 'impression' that some abductees have had. 
 
 
 
The following is a quote from Matt Spetalnick's article "IS ANYBODY OUT THERE? 
NASA LOOKS FOR REAL ET'S", in REUTERS Magazine, Oct. 5, 1992: 
 
"At least 70 times scientists have picked up radio waves that bore the marks of 
communication by beings from other worlds, but they were never verified, [Frank] Drake 
said." 
 
Through proposed projects such as SETI [Search For Extra-terrestrial Intelligence], 
which involve large arrays of Radio Dish recieving mechanisms to 'tune in' to cosmic 
radio waves, Drake and others 'hope' to contact outside intelligences. However, IF 
information which appears in adjacent COSCON files are correct, this has already 
occured. If in fact Drake is in on the UFO cover-up, then he would be a prime candidate 
to lead projects like OZMA and SETI. Drake could throw out just enough "bones" to the 
public to keep them interested in financing such projects with our tax monies. When an 
actual discovery of an intelligence radio source or sources is confirmed, Drake and 
friends can bury the information so deep that no one but the "Insiders" will be able to see 
it. There are those who allege that the strange failures of nearly every Mars probe since 
the Viking missions -- which photographed the notorious and controversial "faces" and 
"sphinx" on Mars -- were either sabotaged by aliens or taken over by the perpetuators of 
"the Coverup". Even the Hubble telescope, a multi-billion dollar project, was supposedly 
delayed for several years because some fool ordered the wrong mirror size! How stupid 
do these people think we are? Now that it has been "fixed", we should PRESSURE the 
Hubble crew to zoom-in on the strange artifacts on the moon and Mars. To refuse to do 
so would be self-implicating and nothing less than a passive admittance of their 
involvement in the Cover-Up. 
 
Another possible use of these 'radio dishes' has been suggested by K.S. of Salt Lake City, 
who allegedly talked to a man who was involved in setting up top secret underwater radio 
dishes for secret government projects. He claimed that many of these dishes were used to 
communicate with "our" bases on the moon and Mars! If this is the case, could the SETI 
program be an extention of this? 
 
 
 
The following letter was sent to researcher Val Valerian and was dated May 13, 1992. It 
states in part: 
 



"...The stranger who has been in the house with his unknown monitoring device 
apparently is not pleased with the fact that I placed a magnet in the vicinity of the 
monitoring device... I put the magnet next to the place... and within 24 hours there was a 
generalized feeling of freedom and relief in the air. My thinking processes seemed to 
flow easier and clear. I guess one could say that there was less tension in general 
wherever I happen to be. On May 7th, I was in the parking lot to pick up Sheila from 
work (about 9:30 a.m.) reading a book. A strong feeling came over me to doze off. As I 
did, I dreamed that I was in my car reading my book when my 'visitor' fellow opened the 
door, but rather brought the monitoring device and left it in the back seat of the car. He 
then jumped out and slammed the door with a pop that woke me up! Strange. The 'dream' 
and dozing period lasted less than 10 minutes and the 'dream' is one of those rare types 
that one does not forget. What I found was particularly curious was that I knew who the 
fellow was, what the device was, and I actually saw the device well enough to describe it. 
Two days later the right brake system failed. And, that indescribable weight seems to be 
back in the air, again. Now, I shall place another magnet in the back seat of the car..." 
 
This person described the 'entity' as follows: "...Face is sort of wrinkled and yet 
SNAKELIKE EYES ARE DARK WITH VERTICAL PUPILS. Eyes are round. Nose is 
small with vertical slits. Ears are very small and flat against head. Symbol (can't 
remember) on left side of chest garment. Garment looks like confederate grey uniform. 
Doesn't fit tight. Rather like sport coat. Skin color is light brown. Face is expressive and 
shows fear. Device was black on round pedestal and appeared to be solid metal." 
 
 
 
>From 'THE UFO ENCYCLOPEDIA', by John Spencer (Avon Books., 1993), under the 
heading 'DR. OTTO STROVE', we read how this astrophysicist assisted Frank Drake in 
establishing Project OZMA, and it's very mysterious conclusion: 
 
"...the project began its search by focusing on the star TAU CETI. According to claims 
made at the time, AS SOON AS the project got underway STRONG INTELLIGENT 
SIGNALS were picked up, leaving all the scientists stunned. 
 
"Abruptly, Dr. Strove then declared Project OZMA had been shut down, and commented 
that there was no sensible purpose for listening to messages from another world." 
 
[Note: Or, was this merely an 'excuse' used to keep the Project and it's findings SECRET? 
If not, then Dr. Strove would seem to have an extremely warped idea about what is or 
isn't "sensible" - Branton] 
 
 
 
The following information was sent in by Juliette Sweet, personal friend of Sharula Dux, 
the self-alleged resident of Telos, the city below Mt. Shasta, and was dated 2/7/93: 
 
"...last month I had your disk [containing some of the COSCON files - Branton] 



transcribed and read your materials in their entirety. Very interesting, and full of well 
cited facts. I appreciate your sense of groundedness when presenting your ideas... I am 
not familiar with the saurian race, nor have I heard mention of them from Sharula or 
Adama... The Greys do come up from time to time, and what has been communicated by 
the (Telosian) Hierarchy is that they are indeed being asked, forcibly if necessary to 
leave. The ousting process has been active for the last year or so, and Adama has 
indicated that Los Alamos will be one of the last areas to clear out... there has been some 
"star wars" type of conflict of late, but the (Telosian) masters tell us not to worry about it 
(and) that they have things well in hand... Sharula's age is actually 267 years. Although 
for surface ID purposes, she says she was born in 1951. It helps where social security and 
passport purposes are concerned. You might want to update your materials to reflect her 
actual age..." 
 
 
 
Researcher Vladimir Terziski believes, in spite of all the descriptions of 'aliens' given by 
abductees, that there are also craft constructed by 'the Illuminati' which are taking 
advantage of the 'alien' question by attempting to pass off their own black projects as 
'alien technology'. Although Terziski is uncertain as to the existence of the so-called 
'greys', he does admit his belief in an ancient human-like society which possesses 
antigravity craft.  
 
Terziski states that whether or not the 'greys' exist, the New World Order may be using 
the 'external' alien threat as a means to bring about world unity after the fall of Russia 
while "...at the same time hundreds of valid, but undesirable ET contacts with...more 
advanced races are debunked or ignored by the government."  
 
If some researchers are correct, Bavarian Intelligence [the Illuminati's Skull & Bones 
society, the Thule Societies "Nazi" Empire, and the CIA-NSA network that was 
'german'ated from within the Bavarian Illuminati and Bavarian Thule societies] are 
actually working with the 'Greys' in secret. Even if the 'New World Order' declares 'war' 
on these creatures, as opposed to a grassroots 'human resistance', one can be assured that 
this war be a farce as have other conflicts in the past. It would very well be like the 
Korean war conflict wherein SOCIALISTS within the 'United Nations' waged a no-win 
'police action' against southeast Asian COMMUNISTS. General George Douglas 
MaCarthur for one accused the Socialist leadership of the U.N. of intentionally 
SABOTAGING his forces in Korea by leaking American positions to their Communist 
allies. Now in recent years 'Patriot' organizations have been warning of a possible "RED 
DAWN" takeover of the U.S. by Socialist UNITED NATIONS troops who NOW HAVE 
AN INCREASING ARMY OF U.N. TROOPS "IN TRAINING" within the borders of 
the United States. (If such a take-over attempt were to occur, we would suggest that the 
UNITED NATIONS complex in New York City increase it's security by at least a 
thousand fold to defend itself from the retaliation that would follow. Let's just say that 
there is an entire 'Army' of grass-roots Patriots waiting-in-the-wings to defend America 
from such a threat if or when such an invasion is attempted). The Bavarian "National" 
Socialists who ultimately control the U.N., such as the Trilaterals, are reportedly tied-in 



with the reptilian gray empire, so it is doubtful that any resistance to the invaders will 
come through the Trojan-horse United Nazis (er, excuse us... United Nations!). Such a 
'war' may be the grand finale of a series of outward Machiavellian 'conflicts' which the 
Bavarian Empire has allegedly 'arranged' between nations over the centuries for the 
purpose of simply keeping the human race in the state of disorder, chaos, confusion and 
fear which is so necessary to ensure the final goal -- an absolute electronic dictatorship in 
which every human being will be 'tagged' and branded like cattle with an electronic chip 
implant which will make them the absolute spiritual, mental and physical slaves of the 
'New World Order'. Multitudes may be deceived into receiving this "mark" of the Beast 
(or the "Serpent"?) and in doing so will have relinquished the greatest thing that they 
possess, their FREE AGENCY (and with it, their soul). 
 
Terziski alleges that the Illuminati has been involved in top secret 'space R&D' [Research 
& Development] since the turn of the century, and that the Nazi's, the American Eastern 
Establishment, and the KGB has been involved as well. In other words, the lower classes 
of all these nations were themselves largely unfamiliar with such top secret research, 
although the 'Illuminists' working in the highest levels of internationalism were and are 
intricately involved.  
 
Although it may sound rather incredible, Terziski alleges that he possesses confirming 
information such as the "...first video expose of Nazi UFOs. German/Japanese saucer 
landings on the moon and Mars in 1944-46, Marconi group's landing on Mars in 1956... 
video footage of Nazi interplanetary dreadnoughts and of secret Soviet-American saucer 
landing on Mars." Although many of the 'Greys' have been described as being of neo-
saurioid configuration, other 'Greys' pose a different mystery as to their origin and seem 
to be more of a bio-synthetic or 'manufactured' configuration. Vladimir Terziski suggests 
that some of these greys may be "...a product of the US government's biogenetic cyborg 
R&D program." (Note: There may have been "secret society" ties behind the AXIS 
Alliance of World War II. The JESUITS ORDER of ITALY, according to researcher 
Edmond Paris, had strong connections with Adolph Hitler's S.S., and in fact may have 
been working with the THULE SOCIETY of GERMANY in establishing the S.S. as the 
premier German Intelligence Agency. In turn, according to Trevor Ravenscroft, the Nazi 
occult lodges were in close contact with the occult GREEN DRAGON society of 
JAPAN. ITALY, GERMANY and JAPAN were the three members of the "AXIS" 
powers who fought against the "ALLIED" alliance: the United States, Great Britain, and 
to a lesser degree, Russia - Branton) 
 
Terziski is "...a Bulgarian born engineer and physicist, graduated Cum Laude from the 
Master of Science program of Tokai University in Tokyo in 1980. Served as a solar 
energy researcher, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, before immigrating to the U.S. in 
1984. International UFO researcher with command of English, Japanese, Russian, 
German, and Bulgarian. Creator/lecturer of UFOLOGY-101 course for University level 
attendance." 
 
In a June 5, 1993 interview with talk-show host Sam Russell on K-TALK radio in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, Vladimir Terziski made the bold assertion that in one way or another, 



any independent scientists who discovers the secret of electromagnetic 'free-energy' 
antigravity-propulsion is soon bought off, black-listed or killed by the Bavarian 
Illuminati, which has for centuries been extremely determined to maintain their 
monopoly on such technology and keep it out of the hands of the masses. The military 
arm of the Bavarian Empire, the Third Reich, was allowed to 'field test' much of this 
technology under supervision during World War II as the Bavarians were intent on 
establishing the "New World Order", by force if necessary. 
 
Terziski also stated that a joint German-Japanese 'suicide' volunteer crew utilizing this 
'confiscated' Illuminati 'free-energy' technology -- a Hanz-Kohler converter powered 
'Dreadnaut', a giant craft approximately 230 feet in diameter -- landed on Mars in mid-
January, 1946 after 8 months of heavy flight. He did not say what became of this 
expedition, but he did state that the German Illuminati had established a base on the 
moon and planted their swastika flags there years before the Apollo program. Terziski 
also stated that a 'secret' joint American-Russian space program -- behind-the-scenes of 
the public program -- had landed men on the moon BEFORE the Apollo flights as well, 
and had discovered the "ex-Nazi" base already in existence there. 
 
One of the more startling claims made by Terziski in this interview was that the German 
experiments in mind control, genetics, and hybridization (between humans and animals) -
- which were apparently aided by the discovery and perfection of the microscope in 
Germany, including a Teslan scaler-wave microscope which helped the Germans to 
unlock the human genome -- were repeated in ten times their intensity in the underground 
Nazi South Polar colony or 'city'. This base-city, rumor has it, is known by it inhabitants 
as the 'NEW BERLIN' and contains a population of over 2,000,000 people loyal to the 
Nazi philosophy. These include so-called pure-bred 'Aryan S.S.' who apparently utilize 
slave labor to expand their underground empire. The genetic experiments in this 
underground metropolis (as in the trilateral Dulce-Dreamland-Luna facilities) is 
reportedly continuing unabated.  
 
Terziski claims that German occultists gained entrance to underground repositories below 
Tibet with the help of Ahrimanic and Luciferian secret societies in that country, where 
they gained access to ancient records from an early civilization which developed it's own 
form of occult-technology. According to Vladimir, the Nazi's had made contact with 'half 
a dozen' alien races, including the malevolent reptilians, which may explain why they 
were so successful in their technological pursuits. Could the U.S. government, fearful of 
the Nazi Empire/Gray Empire alliance, have chosen to negotiate with this powerful force 
rather than stand against it? ["if you can't beat'em, join'em"]. If so, it may have been a 
tragic, pathetic and cowardly decision not only for themselves but for their and our 
posterity. Apparently the Germans-Nazis-Illuminati had established a 'pact' with the 
serpent races long years before the American 'secret/conventional' hybrid government 
had done so.  
 
The South Polar base according to Vladimir Terziski is also actively involved in space 
travel, and if the theories of W. A. Harbinson and others are correct, they may in fact 
constitute the 'Aryan' blonds who have been seen working with the grays and reptilians in 



UFO scenarios in their attempts to abduct, implant and program the minds of humans in 
an apparent long-term agenda to conquer the MINDS of the nations, and therefore the 
nations themselves. Failing to do so during World War II in an overt manner, is 
Bavarian-Draconian alliance now attempting to bring about a covert takeover of the 
planet from their South Polar installation? Harbinson, the author of the fact-fiction book 
'GENESIS', is convinced that they are... 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Coscon Files  

Part 6 

 
The following are several questions that were directed to former Dulce Base Security 
officer Thomas Edwin Castello approximately a year before his death. They are followed 
by his responses: 
 
"QUESTION - When exactly was the (upper human-occupied level of the) Archuleta 
installation constructed? 
 
"ANSWER - I heard Dulce was started in 1937-38 by the Army engineers, enlarged over 
the years, most recent work was completed 1965-66 to connect tunnels to Page, Az. 
(Note: This is referring here to the upper levels, not the extreme lower levels which 
include vast natural caverns and, some believe, very ancient tunnels as well. This would 
include the tunnels illuminated my phosphorus pentoxide which the alien grays avoid, 
and the origin of which none of the humans involved with the upper base seem to be 
aware of - Branton) 
 
"Q -- By what means was the (upper) installations constructed? Are you familiar with the 
alleged developments made by the Rand Corporation of a highly-efficient bore-mole 
machine capable of melting rock using wolfram-graphite 'drill-cones'? 
 
"A -- Part of it was blasted by nuclear device, part of it by a machine that melts rock and 
leaves the surface smooth. 
 
"Q -- By WHOM was the Dulce installation (upper levels) originally constructed? 
 
"A -- Through RAND corp. 
 
"Q -- What exactly are the cattle (and human) organs such as blood, colons, eyes, 
reproductive organs, tongues, etc. used for -- i.e. the organs obtained via cattle and 
human mutilations? "A -- Read the so-called Dulce papers. 
 
"Q -- Are the various electromagnetically-controlled air or spacecraft [that have been 
seen] leaving from and arriving at Mt. Archuleta manned by humans, the 'alien entities', 
or both? "A -- Archuleta Mesa is a minor area... the craft leave (and is stored) in five 
areas. One is SE of Dulce, one near Durango Co., one at Taos, N. M., and the main fleet 
is stored at Los Alamos (under). (Note: We suppose Thomas Castello is referring to the 
'joint' fleet. From combined sources however is appears as if Dulce is absolutely 
SURROUNDED on all sides by 'alien' bases inhabited by reptilian-sauroid and 
'controlled' humans, and that Archuleta peak -- although possibly the most notorious 
sector of this alien facility -- is itself just one part of the overall base that some claim is 
nearly the size of Manhattan! One source claims that there are chambers a few hundred 
feet below the very town of Dulce itself. This close proximity may explain why it has 
usually been described as the 'Dulce Base'. Apparently even with his high-security 



clearance Thomas Castello was only familiar with one part of the overall mega-complex 
which underlies the area. Whatever amount of activity is taking place there, all sources 
seem to indicate that the town of Dulce is nevertheless a major crossroads, convergence 
or 'intersection' area and even though other bases exist beneath Los Alamos, etc., Dulce 
seems to be a major 'through' point of exterran and subterran saurian activity, as well as a 
central 'infiltration' zone for 'chameleoid' mercenaries, and a major convergence of sub-
shuttle terminals, UFO ports, and so on - Branton) 
 
"Q -- Some have suggested that the entities (or so-called EBE's) are not 'extraterrestrial' 
in (original) ORIGIN, but use their off-planet bases as a smokescreen designed to hide 
their true nature and origin, that their actual origin-place is a subterranean nether region 
beneath the surface of this planet, and that they are actually descended from a hominoid 
reptilian creature or 'serpent race' which is hinted at in the third chapter of the book of 
Genesis, and which is [also] referred to as the 'Nagas' by both Hindus of India and 
Buddhists of Tibet. [They are] creatures which allegedly control the spiritual and physical 
leaders of this and other nations through supernatural manipulation. Does such a 
possibility/scenario fit in with your own observations at the Dulce facility? 
 
"A -- (Although this may have been a somewhat 'leading' question, his answer was) Yes. 
 
"Q -- Some have suggested that the so-called underground 'E.T.' bases and tunnels may 
for a large part be thousands of years old, and constructed by a antediluvian race which 
reached a considerable level of scientific complexity, and who were destroyed by a 
Divinely-initiated cataclysm which took place after they attempted to merge their science 
with occult forces. Do your observations tend to confirm or refute such a possibility? 
 
"A -- I'm not sure about the Divine part, but these 'aliens' consider themselves 'NATIVE 
TERRANS.' 
 
"Q -- Are there other sites tied into the 'shuttle network' other than those which you 
mentioned, and if so, where? 
 
"A -- WHERE!?! EVERYWHERE! THEY CRISS CROSS THE WORLD AS AN 
ENDLESS SUBTERRANEAN HIGHWAY. LIKE A FREEWAY, EXCEPT THIS ONE 
IS UNDERGROUND. 
 
"Q -- Are there any 'bases' in the state of Utah? (Note: Thomas mentioned in earlier 
writings several sites in the four-corners states of New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado 
where there are 'connections', but little on Utah) Have you heard anything about an 
alleged underground installation within the Wasatch Mountains [on the western flank of 
the Rocky Mountain range]...? 
 
"A -- Salt Lake, Lake Powell Area, Dark Canyon, Dougway Grounds, Modena, Vernal. 
All have exits there. Others too. 
 
"Q -- Does the Mt. Archuleta 'shuttle system' connect with a shuttle system which 



allegedly radiates from Mt. Shasta in northern California? 
 
"A -- Yes. 
 
"Q -- Did you notice any involvement of high-level Freemasons or Rosicrucians or 
Jesuits with the underground installation and/or underground creatures? (This based on 
the assumption made by some researchers that many of the Masonic lodges are ultimately 
controlled by 'illuminized' 33rd degree Scottish Rite Masonry, a 'Rite' which can 
allegedly be traced back to the JESUIT college at Clermont in Paris, a 'lodge' which is 
also tied-in with the Knights of Malta and possibly subterranean beings): 
 
"A - Yes. (Note: Salvador Freixedo, author of 'VISIONARIES, MYSTICS & 
CONTACTEES' -- Arcturus Book Service -- "was a Jesuit for 30 years until, that is, he 
began to discover that the [Roman] Church not only knew A LOT about unexplained 
phenomena, but that it USED phenomena as a basis for exercising its stranglehold on the 
minds and spirits of 700,000,000 'faithful'". Pope Leo XIII stated in 'THE GREAT 
ENCYCLICAL LETTERS', p. 304: "We hold upon this earth THE PLACE OF GOD 
ALMIGHTY." Theologian David Hunt believes that regardless of the possible sincere 
intentions of most Roman church goers, the original Popes were actually members of a 
continuous succession known as the secret 'Pontifous Maximus' order, or a succession of 
'Grand Pontiffs' of the ancient Babylonian Mystery Religion which sought to wrest power 
out of the hands of God and rule over humanity themselves. Hunt alleges that 
Constantine, the LAST recognized 'Emperor' of the Roman Empire and FIRST 
recognized 'Pontiff' of the so-called 'Holy' Roman Empire, only feigned conversion to 
Christianity when it was evident that the Empire was crumbling politically. He replaced 
the empirical robes for 'religious' ones when he realized the 'Empire' could benefit from 
manipulating the spiritual-religious feeling of the masses. Former 33rd degree Mason Jim 
Shaw in his 'tract' A PONTIFF FREEMASON -- Box 884., Silver Springs, FL 32688 -- 
named over a dozen high-ranking Vatican officials who were also high-ranking Masons, 
including at least one Pope! This in the face of the Vatican's OUTWARD past 
condemnation of Masonry. Also Burke McCarty in his book 'THE SUPPRESSED 
TRUTH ABOUT THE ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN' states that John 
Wilkes Booth was a member of the neo-masonic 'Knights of the Golden Circle', which 
was a branch of the Jesuit lodge as was the 'Carbonari' which incited the French 
revolution. Lincoln it seemed, as was confirmed by Charles Chiniquy in his 'THIRTY 
YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME', had resisted the so-called 'divine right' claims of 
Rome over the earth, including America. He paid for this with his life. McCarty also 
alleged that the Civil War was inflamed by Golden Circle agents on both sides to weaken 
the nation so that the 'Roman' empire could more easily take control. He also indicated 
how presidents William Harrison, Zachary Taylor and James Buchanan, who publicly 
stated their opposition to the imperial Jesuits, were also targets of assassination through 
poisoning by arsenic. Harrison's whole family died soon after he himself was assassinated 
by poison, and when James Buchanan was poisoned in 1857 he -- realizing what had 
happened -- was able to instruct his physicians on how to save his life. Unfortunately, 38 
of the northern cabinet, members, etc. who dined with him on Washington's birthday died 
from the poisoning. This is HISTORY, although not the "kind" of history one is likely to 



find in the establishment history books. McCarty and others accused the Golden Circle 
'Masons' and the Jesuits. Apparently, as is suggested in Revelation 13 & 17, there is a 
secret element working in Rome that is tied-in with the serpent race as is indicated by the 
reference to the 'dragon' in those passages. But we should remember that those 'in the 
know' are a relatively small minority compared to the rest of the controlled masses who 
cannot be blamed for being victims of mental and spiritual manipulation. The British 
economist Dr. John Coleman -- Box 507., Chalmette, LA 70044 -- also speaks of the 
extreme threat that America and other freedom-loving countries face from the 'virulent' 
influence of 'Jesuit-Freemasonry' or the Scottish Rite-Illuminati. Although Coleman has 
been influenced somewhat by anti-semitic 'white supremist' elements of the 'conspiracy 
research' community, much of his information on Jesuit-Masonry is nevertheless very 
useful and well documented - Branton) 
 
"Q -- [continuing with the questions to Thomas Castello] Is there any truth to the 
allegations that the CIA/'Aliens' have established 'bases' on the moon and/or mars? 
 
"A -- I heard that too, but I haven't seen proof with my own eyes. 
 
"Q -- Have you heard any hints or rumors suggesting that there may be lower levels 
beneath ULTRA-7, and also, where these might lead to and what they might consist of? 
 
"A -- YES. Your guess is as good as mine. 
 
"Q -- There is evidence that the U.S. government has developed it's own disk-craft based 
largely upon secret experiments carried out by the Nazi-German scientists during World 
War II. Have you heard anything referring to this? 
 
"A -- When I was working in Photo-security, heard a lot of talk, never saw the proof, but 
once in the Air Force I developed a roll of film that showed a craft LIKE ADAMSKI'S 
WITH A SWASTIKA ON THE SIDE. (Note: A letter from 'R.J.M.' of Pennsylvania 
dated 1-31-91 stated: "...I have a lot of UFO videos. I also have 'THE SECRET LAND' 
[1947]. It shows Bunger's Oasis and says they discovered warm land at the South Pole. 
One German author claims the Nazi's had a photo-finish FIGHT with Byrd. At the end of 
the movie, it says: 'Byrd's Intrepid 4,000 met and defeated ANTARCTICA'S 
TOUGHEST BATTALIONS.' I don't think they were talking about the weather..." 
Another source stated that there were loses on BOTH sides. Question: Why would Hitler 
and Eva Braun commit suicide and have their bodies cremated after Hitler had spent so 
much energy executing over 5000 Nazi leaders whom he suspected were behind his 
assassination attempt at the 'Wolf' bunker, especially if he had a way out via a south Polar 
disk base? The March 18, 1994 issue of THE PLAIN DEALER [Cleveland, Ohio] carried 
an AP story titled "DOCTORS FIND BURNT BODY COULD NOT BE HITLER'S". 
Excerpts include:  
 
"...French forensic experts say the charred corpse said to be Hitler's is not his body... 
experts FALSIFIED verification reports ordered by Josef Stalin to appease the Soviet 
dictator.... the body is actually that of an unknown German male. [The forensic experts] 



spent more than two years analyzing the autopsy reports prepared by Soviet coroners in 
the days following...the surrender of the Third Reich in 1945... the body [said to be 
Hitler's] had an extra tooth and only one testicle... no German doctor who had examined 
Hitler before his death ever mentioned either anomoly." - Branton) 
 
"Q -- (Any other comments which you might want to submit): 
 
"A -- (regarding the question about Mt. Shasta) Mt. Shasta is a major site of Alien - Elder 
Race - Reptilian Race - Human meetings. 
 
"Beginning Cleveland, Grover every president in U.S. history have visited Telos City.  
 
"Truman was supposed to have visited the Lower Realms as a High Archon on Earth. He 
was supposed to have met the King of The World there, and gave him the 'Keys to the 
U.S.A.'  
 
"Truman received assurance to new high tech knowledge, and victory over all enemies on 
Earth. He then was introduced to Samaza and Khoach, aliens from Bootes and Tiphon 
(Draco), both reptilian 'kings' or Embassadors. 
 
"Truman updated the '100 Treaty' (that began IN 1933, Roosevelt) and requested 
magnetic advance, space knowledge and experiments. Khoach agreed, Samaza partially 
agreed. He exchanged hostages for genetic experiments and magnetic advance, but 
vetoed space and beam weaponry." 
 
 
 
Researcher Len Stringfield released a document which he received from an employee of 
the 'Department of the Air Force - Security Police Squadron (PACAF)' in San Francisco, 
in 'Response for Request of Information in Relation to UFO Contact and Other Related 
information.' The document contained the following statements: 
 
"1. In January of 1978, I was stationed at McGuire AFB, N.J. One evening, during the 
time frame of 0300hrs. and 0500hrs., there were a number of UFO sightings in the area 
over the air field and Ft. DIX Army camp. I am a security policeman and was on routine 
patrol at the time. N.J. State Police, and Ft. Dix MP's were running code in the direction 
of Brownsville, N.J. A state trooper then entered Gate #5 at the rear of the base 
requesting assistance and permission to enter. I was dispatched and the trooper wanted 
access to the runway area which led to the very back of the air field and connected with a 
heavily wooded area which is part of the Dix training area. He informed me that a Ft. Dix 
MP was pursuing a low flying object which then hovered over his car. He described it as 
oval shaped, with no details, and glowing with a bluish green color. His radio 
transmission was cut off. At that time in front of his police car, appeared a thing, about 
4FT. tall, GRAYISH, brown, FAT HEAD, LONG ARMS, and slender body. The MP 
panicked and fired five rounds from his .45 Cal into the thing, and one round into the 
object above. The object then fled straight up and joined with eleven others high in the 



sky. This we all saw but didn't know the details at the time. Anyway, the thing ran into 
the woods towards our fenceline and they wanted to look for it. By this time several 
patrols were involved. 
 
"2. We found the body of the thing near the runway. It had apparently climbed the fence 
and died while running. It was all of a sudden hush-hush and no one was allowed near the 
area. We roped off the area and AF OSI came out and took over. That was the last I saw 
of it. There was a BAD STENCH coming from it too. Like AMMONIA SMELLING but 
it wasn't constant in the air. That day, a team from WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB came 
in a 0141 and went into the area. They crated it in a wooden box, sprayed something over 
it, and then put it in a big metal container. They loaded it in the plane and took off. That 
was it, nothing more said, no report made and we were all told not to have anything to 
say about it or we would be court martialed." 
 
 
 
The following article comes from the 'TC TECHNICAL CONSULTANT', Nov.-Dec., 
1991 issue: 
 
"The death of a journalist in West Virginia, plus the jailing of an alleged CIA computer 
consultant in Washington State may be elements of a much wider scandal that could have 
serious implications for the Bush White House in 1992. 
 
"What started out as an investigation of an apparent case of pirated software has grown to 
be a project involving hundreds of journalists all over the world. 
 
"The dead journalist, Joseph Daniel 'Danny' Casolaro was found dead August 10th in a 
motel room in West Virginia. His wrists were slashed seven times on each wrist and a 
suicide note was found nearby. The only manuscript of his book, with accompanying 
notes, WAS MISSING. 
 
"The book, provisionally titled 'The Octopus', was meant to be an explosive expose of 
misdeeds by the Justice Department under the Reagan administration. Time Magazine 
also reported that Casolaro's research centered on gambling and attempted arms deals at 
the CABAZON reservation near Indio (California -Branton). 
 
"Indeed, the scope of Casolaro's investigation was so large that any one of a large number 
of areas of research could have been the trigger for a possible hit. 
 
"While authorities declared his death a suicide, his relatives definitely stated that 
Casolaro's mental state was sound, indeed upbeat, after the completion of his book. 
 
"Casolaro started his work nearly two years before, investigating the bankrupting of a 
small computer software company called Inslaw, allegedly by the U.S. Justice 
Department. INSLAW, a company headed by Bill and Nancy Hamilton of Washington 
D.C., had developed a package known as PROMIS -- short for Prosecutor's Management 



Information System -- to act as a case management tool for the Justice Department's 
unwieldy work load. 
 
"Inslaw President Bill Hamilton [NOT the well-known UFO researcher - Branton] has 
claimed that Ed Meese associate EARL BRIAN was given control of pirated versions of 
the PROMIS software by Meese to sell back to different U.S. government agencies for 
great profit. Two courts have so far agreed with Hamilton awarding an 8 million dollar 
judgment, but a higher court of appeal has quashed the award and the verdict, declaring 
that it was not the jurisdiction of the lower courts. As of October 9, the case has moved 
into the realm of the Supreme Court. 
 
"EARL BRIAN OWNS UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL (UPI) and FINANCIAL 
NEWS NETWORK (FNN).  
 
"According to a Washington man, who claims to have modified the cobol-based software 
for the CIA and other intelligence agencies, the software was a reward for Earl Brian's 
role in arranging the so-called 'October Surprise' gambit, the alleged conspiracy to 
withhold the American hostages in Iran until after the 1980 election which saw Carter 
removed from power. The 'October Surprise' scandal has taken some time to emerge. 
 
"In a Paris meeting, President Bush is alleged to have met with Ali Akabar Hashemi 
Rafsanjani, the speaker of the Iranian Parliament, Mohammed Ali Rajai, the future 
President of Iran and Manucher Ghorbanifar, an Iranian arms dealer with connections to 
Mossad, according to Navy Captain Gunther Russbacher who claims to have flown Bush, 
William Casey -- the CIA chief -- and Donald Gregg, a CIA operative to that location. 
Russbacher, who made these allegations in May is now in jail on Terminal Island, 
convicted on the charge of impersonating a U.S. Attorney. 
 
"The Washington man is MICHAEL RICONOSCIUTO who is now waiting for a trial in 
a Washington jail on conspiracy to sell drugs charges, charges which Riconosciuto claims 
are manufactured. Indeed, the charge made against Riconosciuto were made one week 
after Riconosciuto authored and signed an affidavit describing his role in modifying the 
pirated software. 
 
"The affidavit also claimed that he had been contacted by phone and threatened by 
PETER VIDENIEKS [a Justice Department employee and Customs official who, 
Riconosciuto alleged, had intelligence ties] as to the possible consequences of his going 
public with certain information. 
 
"According to Riconosciuto, Videnieks was a frequent visitor to the Cabazon Indian 
reservation near Palm Springs and visited with tribal manager, John P. Nichols. Nichols 
was in essence Riconosciuto's boss in a number of enterprises conducted on reservation 
land and the PROMIS modification was just one of these projects. According to 
Riconosciuto, in an interview with T.C. conducted from jail, the PROMIS software was 
modified to install a backdoor access for use by American intelligence services. The 
software was then sold to 88 different countries as a sort of 'trojan horse' package 



enabling us to access their intelligence systems. According to Riconosciuto these 
countries included Iraq and Libya. 
 
"Correspondence between Nichols and other companies, if authentic, indicates that 
Riconosciuto's claims of his expertise in the area of electronics and armaments appear to 
be true. Marshall Riconoscuito, Michael's father is a reputed former business partner of 
Richard Nixon. 
 
"According to Riconosciuto, the fuzzy status of reservation land as 'sovereign' allowed 
elements of the CIA and organized crime to conduct business uniquely. 
 
"Among the projects worked on during this time were joint projects with 
WACKENHUT, a company loaded with former CIA and NSA personnel and business 
ventures with the Saudi Arabian royal family and other unusual projects. 
 
"A joint venture with Southern California Edison will soon be generating power for bio-
mass drawn from local waste outlets. Biological warfare projects were investigated with 
Stormont laboratories looking into the creation of 'pathogenic viruses' and enhanced fuel-
air explosive weapons were created and tested in league with Meridian Arms at the 
NEVADA TESTING RANGE which matched the explosive power of nuclear devices. 
 
"These enhanced weapons gained their power from polarizing the molecules in the gas 
cloud by modification of the electric field, a technology developed from exploring 
Thomas Townsend Brown's suppressed work, a knowledge which Riconosciuto claims he 
gained from working at LEAR in Reno, Nevada. 
 
"Riconosciuto is said to have worked on the enhanced fuel-air explosive weapons with 
Gerald Bull of Space Research Corporation. Bull, now deceased, later became an arms 
advisor to Saddam Hussein. It is said that HUSSEIN POSSESSES THE FAE 
TECHNOLOGY. 
 
"In July, Anson Ng, a reporter for the Financial Times of London was shot and killed in 
Guatemala. He had reportedly been trying to interview an American there named Jimmy 
Hughes, a one-time director of security for the Cabazon Indian Reservation secret 
projects. 
 
"In April, a Philadelphia attorney named Dennis Eisman was found dead, killed by a 
single bullet in his chest. According to a former federal official who worked with Eisman, 
the attorney was found dead in the parking lot where he had been due to meet with a 
woman who had crucial evidence to share substantiating Riconosciuto's claims. 
 
"Both Eisman's and Ng's deaths were declared suicides by authorities. 
 
"Fred Alvarez, a Cabazon tribal leader who was in vocal opposition to the developments 
on the reservation, was found shot to death with two friends in 1981. Their murder 
remains unsolved. 



 
"The leader of the House, Thomas Foley, announced last month that a formal inquiry will 
be initiated into the Inslaw case. Foley appointed Senator Terry Sanford as co-chairman 
of the joint congressional panel. Prior to his election, Senator Sanford was the attorney 
representing Earl Brian in his 1985 takeover bid for United Press International and was 
instrumental in appointing Earl Brian, a medical doctor, to the board of Duke Medical 
School, of which Sanford is President.  
 
"However, despite repeated requests from journalists to produce photographs showing 
Riconosciuto together with Brian, and requests to produce his passport showing his 
alleged trip to Iran, he has not yet done so. Also Riconosciuto failed to be able to describe 
Peter Videnieks to CNN's Moneyline program, claiming a medical condition prevented 
him from remembering clearly. 
 
"This led one former intelligence operative to speculate that we may be witnessing a very 
sophisticated intelligence operation being played out in public. 
 
"Former F.B.I. Special Agent, Ted Gunderson, speaks for Riconosciuto's credibility. 
Gunderson, who lives in Manhattan Beach, has worked with Riconosciuto for many years 
in his capacity as private investigator. 
 
"Together, according to Gunderson, they were responsible for thwarting a terrorist 
operation during the Los Angeles Olympics. According to Gunderson, Riconosciuto was 
well known in certain circles as a genius in almost all sciences. 
 
"The so-called drug operation broken up in Washington State was an 
electrohydrodynamic mining operation claimed Gunderson, using Townsend Brown 
technology. A videotape viewed by this journalist revealed metallic powders and 
apparent processes unrelated to drug manufacture. Indeed, a government analysis of soil 
samples revealed the absence of drug contamination, but a high concentration of barium. 
Barium is often found in high voltage related work. 
 
"Unsubstantiated information from an intelligence source claims that the current situation 
(with the scenario being carried out around former Wackenhut/Nevada Test Site worker 
Michael Riconosciuto and others? - Branton) is the visible effect OF A WAR 
CURRENTLY GOING ON IN THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY between a group 
centered in the CIA called AQUARIUS (around a powerful center KNOWN AS MJ-12) 
and a group known as COM-12 centered around Naval Intelligence. COM-12 is reputedly 
trying to sustain a rearguard action to sustain and preserve constitutional government and 
is deliberately LEAKING INFORMATION damaging to the former group." (Take note 
of William Cooper's pro-constitution, anti-MJ/12 writings and his past association with 
high levels of Naval Intelligence. Also, one source has implied that "COM-12" may stand 
for an intelligence organization known as the "COMMITTEE OF 12", to which the 
notorious "Commander X" himself has apparent ties - Branton) 
 
 



 
In the same publication, same issue, there appeared a small article just following the one 
quoted above. Written by Thomas Zed, the article, titled "WACKENHUT'S 
CONNECTION WITH THE BLACK PROJECT WORLD", stated: 
 
"The Wackenhut company has a very close connection to the world of BLACK 
BUDGET PROJECTS. Besides being connected with the Cabazon venture mentioned in 
this issue it is also responsible, according to jailed computer consultant Michael 
Riconosciuto, FOR THE SECRET PROJECTS BEING UNDERTAKEN IN DULCE, 
NEW MEXICO where the JICARILLA INDIAN RESERVATION IS BEING 
SIMILARLY USED. (Note: The Underground Labs near Dulce are alleged to be tied-in 
with the Department of Energy, Rand Corp, Los Alamos Labs, MJ-12 and other 'secret 
government' controlled military-industrial organizations. It is believed to be the largest 
underground joint CIA-Alien laboratory of it's kind in the United States, and perhaps the 
world. Could the Cabazon reservation also hold an underground base? - Branton) 
 
"After sending two of my colleagues there recently AND RECEIVING 
CONFIRMATION THAT THERE WAS A TOP SECRET MILITARY TYPE 
INSTALLATION I decided to call the newspaper office and make an educated bluff. 
 
"I identified myself as a freelance reporter from Los Angeles -- and told the newspaper 
that I was doing a story on the Cabazon reservation biological warfare projects that had 
been undertaken there on behalf of the CIA. I told her that I had heard that there were 
similar things being done in Dulce and would like to know what was going on. 
 
"The official I spoke to BECAME FRIGHTENED and said, 'I can't talk to you about that! 
It would be very unprofessional of me to talk to you about that. You'll have to speak to 
the President of the tribe.' She then hung up. 
 
"I have yet to call back and ask the President of the tribe, but will report on that in the 
next issue. 
 
"Wackenhut is also responsible for security of a lot of UNDERGROUND FACILITIES 
in California and Nevada, including the notorious S-4 or Area 51 in Nevada where 
Townsend Brown flying disk technology (written about in a T.C. recent issue) has been 
flying and developing for decades. 
 
"A recent helicopter crash at the area, where two pilots and three security guards from 
Wackenhut flying in a Messerschmit BO-105 helicopter were killed was not at all 
accidental claimed Riconosciuto, who said that the individuals aboard the helicopter were 
traveling with sensitive documents. 
 
"Groups are now investigating Riconosciuto's claims."  
 
END FILE 


